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Abstract. Hierarchical structure formation leads to a clumpy distribution of dark matter in
the Milky Way. These clumps are possible targets to search for dark matter annihilation with
present and future γ-ray instruments. Many uncertainties exist on the clump distribution,
leading to disputed conclusions about the expected number of detectable clumps and the
ensuing limits that can be obtained from non-detection. In this paper, we use the CLUMPY

code to simulate thousands of skymaps for several clump distributions. This allows us to
statistically assess the typical properties (mass, distance, angular size, luminosity) of the
detectable clumps. Varying parameters of the clump distributions allows us to identify the
key quantities to which the number of detectable clumps is the most sensitive. Focusing
our analysis on two extreme clump configurations, yet consistent with results from numerical
simulations, we revisit and compare various calculations made for the Fermi-LAT instrument,
in terms of number of dark clumps expected and the angular power spectrum for the Galactic
signal. We then focus on the prospects of detecting dark clumps with the future CTA
instrument, for which we make a detailed sensitivity analysis using open-source CTA software.
Based on a realistic scenario for the foreseen CTA extragalactic survey, and accounting for a
post-trial sensitivity in the survey, we show that we obtain competitive and complementary
limits to those based on long observation of a single bright dwarf spheroidal galaxy.
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1 Introduction

Dark matter (DM) indirect detection in γ-rays was first discussed almost 40 years ago [1, 2]
in the context of the diffuse γ-ray emission. The most promising DM candidate is a weakly
interacting massive particle (WIMP), which produces secondary γ-rays originating from the
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particles’ self-annihilation [3]. As the signal from self-annihilating DM roughly goes as the
DM density squared divided by the distance squared, the most promising targets result from
an interplay between being close and/or massive, highly concentrated DM reservoirs. This
made the Galactic centre (GC) a prime target, as first considered in [4]. However, it was soon
recognised that setting constraints on DM would be limited by astrophysical background at
GeV energies [5]. Higher energies face similar challenges, as illustrated by the first H.E.S.S.
observations of the GC [6], and following DM interpretations [7]. Owing to their potentially
high DM densities and small astrophysical backgrounds, dwarf spheroidal (dSph) galaxies
orbiting the Milky Way [8] and dark clumps [9, 10] were proposed next. In particular,
the question of the DM clump population boost of the Galactic signal [11, 12] and/or the
detectability of individual clumps with future γ-ray satellites and ground-based instruments
[12–14] was raised.

Since these pioneering studies, a steady progress has been made in estimating the
prospects of DM indirect detection (or in setting constraints from non-detection) with the
γ-ray sky. The launch of the Fermi γ-ray Space Telescope in 2008 with its main instrument,
the Large Area Telescope (LAT) [15], was a huge step forward in exploring with unprece-
dented sensitivity the DM parameter space (see [16] for a review). Thanks to the all-sky
survey observing strategy, the Fermi-LAT collaboration has set constraints on γ-ray lines
[17–20] or excesses in the γ-ray continuum spectrum of the diffuse Galactic and extragalactic
emission [21–23], galaxy clusters [24, 25], dSph galaxies [26–31], and dark clumps [28]. For
dSph galaxies, whose known number is still growing from recent optical surveys, a stacking
strategy allowed to exclude a thermal relic annihilation cross-section 〈σv〉 of a few times
10−26 cm3 s−1 for WIMP masses mχ < 100 GeV [30, 31]. Constraints from ground-based
Cherenkov telescopes are competitive with Fermi-LAT limits to constrain DM particle masses
above a few hundreds of GeV. These pointed instruments use a different observation strat-
egy: the best constraints are obtained from DM searches in regions around the GC, leading
to limits of 〈σv〉 . 3 × 10−24 cm3 s−1 for mχ ∼ TeV [32, 33]; for dSph galaxies, the con-
straints either come from a stacking analysis (VERITAS [34, 35] and H.E.S.S. [36]) or from
a deep observation of a single highly ranked object (MAGIC [37, 38]), leading to limits of
〈σv〉 . 1− 3× 10−24 cm3 s−1.

To take full advantage of this wealth of data and to set the most reliable and effective
limits on DM, the modelling of the DM signal received as much attention. Beside the complex
GC region (see, e.g., the Fermi-LAT analysis [39]), improvements were made in the DM
modelling of dSph galaxies [40, 41], galaxy clusters [42–46], and diffuse emissions (see [47] for a
recent review). To increase the sensitivity to DM indirect detection, multiwavelength analyses
[48, 49] and observations of dSph galaxies [50–52] and galaxy clusters [53, 54] have been
carried out. Enhancements of the signal-to-noise ratio arise from a better characterisation of
γ-ray anisotropies and cross-correlation with other tracers (e.g., [55]). Note that most of these
calculations at both the Galactic and extragalactic level depend on the hierarchical structure
formation and on the survival and distribution of subhalos in their host halos. In particular,
the detectability of dark clumps observed as γ-ray point sources with no counterparts at
other wavelengths or from their imprint in the angular power spectrum (APS) over the
diffuse DM background (that can be boosted by these same micro-halos), depends crucially
on the modelling of these clumps. Their properties are investigated by heavy numerical
simulations [56]. If state-of-the-art Milky Way like simulated halos, such as Via Lactea [57],
Aquarius [58], and more recently COCO [59] reach a mass resolution of a few 105 solar
masses, this must be compared with the very uncertain minimal mass of the subhalos (set
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by the DM candidate couplings) that could be ten orders of magnitude below (e.g., [60]).
Numerical simulations of the early universe have confirmed that such subhalos might survive
until today [61], a result also deduced from theoretical calculations (see [62] for a review).

This paper revisits the question of the detectability of dark clumps for present and
future γ-ray instruments. The prospects for the Fermi-LAT instrument were discussed by
many authors in the light of high resolution numerical simulations [63–67], or based on
semi-analytical approaches which extrapolate the clump population down to the mass of the
smallest micro-halos [68–73]. Whereas recent efforts are turned towards a better discrimina-
tion between astrophysical or DM signals in sources with no counterparts in the Fermi-LAT
catalogue [74–79], the constraints that can be set depend ultimately on the number of ex-
pected DM clumps, which is still disputed [80, 81]. The sensitivity to dark clumps for the
future Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) [82, 83] is discussed in [84], but a more up-to-date
estimate is made here based on the foreseen CTA extragalactic survey [85]. We use the
CLUMPY code [86, 87] to evaluate the impact of the clump distribution uncertainties on the
ensuing γ-ray signal. Hundreds of Monte Carlo (MC) realisations are run per configuration to
estimate the resulting uncertainties on the number of clumps, and to characterise the typical
mass and distance of these detectable clumps. We also use realistic instrument responses in
a plausible large-sky survey scenario to assess the sensitivity of CTA to these clumps. This
provides a complementary view of CTA capabilities against pointed targets that will be part
of the CTA DM programme [88–92].

The paper is organised as follows: in section 2, we present our modelling approach
for the DM distribution in the Galaxy, focusing in particular on seven physical parameters
important to the Galactic substructure distribution; section 3 presents the resulting γ-ray flux
from the different models and describes several cross checks to demonstrate the consistency
of our modelling; in section 4, we use our findings to revisit the possibility that DM subhalos
might be present in the 3FGL catalogue of Fermi-LAT; section 5 presents the sensitivity of
the future CTA to detect DM subhalos within its planned extragalactic sky survey and we
finally discuss and summarise our findings in section 6.1. Throughout the paper, we denote
the mean of quantities Q with a bar, Q, and median values with a tilde, Q̃. Global properties
of the Galactic host halo are denoted with capital letters (mass M , positions R within the
halo, distance D to observer), and properties of individual subhalos with lowercase letters
(mass m at distance d, positions r within the subhalo). When referring to the brightest
subhalo, variables are indicated with an asterisk, Q?.

2 Modelling the γ-ray-emission from Galactic DM subhalos

To assess detection prospects of Galactic DM subhalos, we explore various parameter sets
for the substructure density. The average total Galactic halo density is left unchanged.

1The article is followed by a detailed appendix. In appendix A, we shortly review different definitions of
cosmological matter overdensities used throughout this paper. In appendix B, we present useful formulae to
analytically describe power-law source count distributions, and we use these results for a convergence study
of the angular power spectra in appendix C. In appendix D, we present the derivation and the mass and
annihilation factor for the spectroscopically confirmed satellite galaxies in the Milky Way, including recently
discovered objects. In appendix E, we provide additional details about the CTA analysis performed in section 5
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2.1 Modelling approach

We use the CLUMPY code2 to model the γ-ray emission from Galactic DM subhalos. We refer
the reader to [86, 87] for an extensive description of the CLUMPY code features and validation.
CLUMPY has been used previously to study DM annihilation and/or decay in dSph galaxies
[93–99] and galaxy clusters [46, 100, 101]. For the purpose of this work, we mainly use CLUMPY
in the so-called ‘skymap mode’ which allows the fast computation of full-sky maps of DM
annihilation or decay signals. We focus on DM annihilation only, for which the expected DM
differential γ-ray flux at energy E, in the direction ~k = (ψ, ϑ) and per solid angle dΩ reads

dΦ

dE dΩ
(E, ~k) =

dΦPP

dE
(E)× dJ

dΩ
(~k) , (2.1)

where
dΦPP

dE
(E) =

1

4π

〈σv〉
m2
χδ

∑

f

dNf
γ

dE
Bf , (2.2)

and where the J-factor is generically written as

J(~k, ∆Ω) =

∫

∆Ω

∫

l.o.s

ρ2dl dΩ =

2π∫

0

θint∫

0

∫

l.o.s

ρ2(~k; l, θ, φ) dl sin θ dθ dφ . (2.3)

In these equations, mχ is the mass of the DM particle χ, 〈σv〉 is the velocity-averaged

annihilation cross-section, and dNf
γ /dE and Bf correspond to the spectrum and branching

ratio of annihilation channel f . The parameter δ is δ = 2 for a Majorana and δ = 4 for a
Dirac particle, and we choose δ ≡ 2 in the remainder of this paper. In CLUMPY, mχ, 〈σv〉, and
Bf are user-defined parameters, from which the γ-ray annihilation spectrum is calculated
(based on the parametrisations of [102]). The DM density ρ is integrated along the line
of sight (l.o.s.), and up to a maximum angular distance θint. The overall DM density can
be written ρtot = ρsm + ρsubs, where ρsm corresponds to the smooth component, and ρsubs

corresponds to the substructures of the Galactic DM halo.
Generating skymaps with CLUMPY starts from setting DM properties: smooth DM pro-

file, spatial and mass distribution of Galactic substructures, halo mass-concentration relation,
DM particle mass, and annihilation/decay channels. The computation has been optimised
as to draw only subhalos that outshine the mean DM signal (set by a user-defined precision),
leading to a decomposition of the substructure signal J tot

subs = Jdrawn + 〈Jsubs〉 into two com-
ponents: Jdrawn is the signal from the substructures drawn in a realisation of the skymaps,
and 〈Jsubs〉 is the average signal from all ‘unresolved’ halos3, i.e., faint subhalos whose in-
trinsic J-factors do not pass the threshold defined from the precision level required by the
user. Additional levels of clustering within subhalos are also considered using this average
description. We refer the reader to [86, 87] for details on the computation of these quantities.
For the purpose of this work, suffice to say that the higher the precision requirement, the
more halos are drawn and the smaller is the contribution of 〈Jsubs〉. A convergence analysis
with respect to the precision requirement is presented in appendix C.

The flexibility of CLUMPY allows the user to easily explore various models and configu-
rations, calibrated (but not limited) to the results of various ΛCDM numerical simulations
such as the Aquarius [58], Phoenix [103] or Via Lactea II (VL II) [104] simulations, as well
as their hydrodynamical updates [105–107].

2http://lpsc.in2p3.fr/clumpy
3For legibility purpose, we define 〈Jsubs〉 to be the sum of 〈Jsubs〉 and Jcross−prod as defined in [87].
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2.2 Milky Way dark matter halo

The total DM density profile ρtot of the Milky Way (MW) is modelled with an Einasto
profile with a slope αE = 0.17 and scale radius Rs = 15.14 kpc, as suggested by [108]. The
normalisation of the profile is computed to satisfy ρ� ≡ ρ(R� = 8 kpc) = 0.4 GeV cm−3,
as estimated by [109] (see also [110, 111] for higher estimates). Although R� and ρ� suffer
from large uncertainties [112–114], their exact values are subdominant for the purpose of our
study. All our calculations use a maximum radius RMW = 260 kpc of the MW DM halo,
yielding a total MW mass MMW = 1.1 × 1012 M�, in agreement with [115]. As discussed
in [86], we define the average substructure density, ρsubs = fsubs ×MMW × dP/dV , where
dP/dV is the spatial distribution of Galactic substructures, and fsubs is the global fraction
of the MW mass contained in subhalos. Given ρtot and ρsubs, the smooth MW profile then
is defined as ρsm = ρtot − ρsubs. At sufficient angular distance from the GC (θ & 10◦), this
smooth component results in a diffuse background flux, Jsm, that is found negligible by at
least 3 orders of magnitude when compared to the flux of resolved subhalos or to the residual
background of CTA (see § 5.2).

2.3 Substructure properties and set of models

Substructures in their host halo are characterised by their mass and spatial distribution, as
well as the description of the DM distribution within each subhalo. In the ΛCDM hierarchical
structure formation scenario, small structures collapse first and then fall and merge into larger
structures. Subject to tidal forces, the ‘unevolved’ initial substructure distribution turns into
an ‘evolved’ population whose properties differ from those of field halos [116]. Semi-analytical
models as well as numerical simulations have been used to characterise the properties of these
substructures down (or extrapolated down) to the smallest mass scale. The spread in the
various results yield significant uncertainties, e.g., on the cosmological annihilation signal
[117].

To assess the detectability of dark clumps, we build sets of models by varying seven
important properties of Galactic substructures, as described in table 1. For all these models,
the threshold mass of the smallest and most massive subhalos are fixed to mmin = 10−6 M�
[118] and mmax = 0.01Mtot [119] respectively: increasing mmax would slightly increase the
median J-factor of the brightest subhalo, leaving unchanged our conclusions; decreasing
mmin amounts to adding an extra-population of very low-mass halos that would contribute
to the average 〈Jsubs〉 component, the effect being dependent on the slope αm of the mass
distribution (see below). For the angular resolutions considered in our calculations, the
brightest resolved objects always outshine the diffuse DM background emission from Jsm +
〈Jsubs〉, moreover, for CTA, the diffuse background is dominated by the instrumental residual
background and not by the 〈Jsubs〉 component.

The parameters and the choices made for their variation are briefly mentioned hereafter
and their consequences on the flux are discussed in section 3.

1. Subhalo inner profile. As seen in Eq. (2.2), the DM density profile is the fundamental
ingredient to estimate the astrophysical part of the DM annihilation flux. When ig-
noring baryonic effects, DM substructures are characterised by cuspy profiles, with two
standard parametrisations being the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) and Einasto descrip-
tions [120, 121]. For a given subhalo, we calculate the normalisation and scale radius
of the DM inner profile by providing the subhalo mass, mvir, and its concentration
cvir(mvir, R) ≡ rvir/rs, where R is the distance from the GC, and rvir, rs are the virial
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Figure 1: Models for the concentration c200 of Galactic subhalos at redshift z = 0. Beside the
distance-independent parametrisation SP [126], shown are the values at the galactocentric distances
R = 8 kpc (dashed-dotted lines) and R = 260 kpc (solid lines) from [67] (violet and orange) and [129]
(green).

and scale radius of the subhalo, respectively. The meaning of cvir is further discussed
in the next paragraph. For the Einasto profile, the shape parameter αE introduces an
additional degree of freedom, which we fix to αE ≡ 0.17.4 An Einasto profile is the
default configuration, and the effect of switching to NFW is performed in the VAR0
model (see table 1). Note that recent simulations have shown that halos close to the free
streaming scale [122–125] could be cuspier than the NFW profile. Including in CLUMPY

this mass-dependent inner slope—Eq. (2) of [124]—leads to a 13% to 43% increase of
〈Jsubs〉 (comparable to the 12% to 67% increase found in [124]), but more importantly
here, we checked that these boosted microhalos provide no detectable dark clumps.

2. Mass-concentration parametrisation c(m). Once the parametrisation of a subhalo inner
profile is chosen, its structural parameters (normalisation and scale radius) are fully
determined from the massm∆ and concentration-mass c∆−m∆ relation (see appendix A
for a definition of ∆ = vir, 200 , 500 . . . ). The latter depends on the subhalo evolution
in its host halo, i.e. its location and ‘evolved’ mass. Several parametrisations, based
on the results of numerical simulations have been proposed in the last few years, the
most recent suggesting a flattening of the relation at low masses [126] and a higher
concentration of subhalos compared to field halos. The latter effect was shown to
yield an extra ∼ 5 boost factor [127–129] on 〈Jsubs〉 compared to previous calculations.
Here, we consider the field halo Sánchez-Conde & Prada [126] parametrisation (SP), the
distance-dependent Pieri et al.[67] parametrisations (P-VLII based on the Via Lactea II
simulation and P-Aq based on Aquarius) and the Moliné et al. [129] parametrisation.5

4We also investigated the impact of a scattering in αE. The authors of [58] find the Aq-A subhalos equally
well described by Einasto profiles with 0.16 ≤ αE ≤ 0.20. For αE = 0.16, the J-factors increase by . 20%
compared to αE = 0.17, and decrease by . 60% when choosing αE = 0.20. The DM constraints set from the
brightest subhalo change by the same amount, whereas the effect on 〈Jsubs〉 is subdominant.

5As for several other refinements discussed in this section, the Pieri et al.and Moliné et al.parametrisations
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These mass-concentration prescriptions are displayed in figure 1. The Pieri et al. and
Moliné et al. approaches account for the fact that the closer a subhalo of a given
mass is to the GC, the more concentrated it is. The various parametrisations are
compared at a distance of 8 kpc from the GC (dotted-dashed lines), where the P-VLII
and Moliné et al.parametrisations produce similar concentrations, while P-Aq appears
systematically higher. At large distance from the GC (solid lines), all parametrisations
yield lower concentrations that become more compatible with the SP field halo distance-
independent parametrisation (dashed line). In the following, we use the SP description
as our conservative baseline and investigate the distance-dependent effects of the P-VLII
and Moliné parametrisations in both the VAR6 and HIGH models. We will discard the
P-Aq prescription in the following, but remind that using this parametrisation would
result into even larger J-factors than used in our optimistic model HIGH.6

3. Width of the mass-concentration distribution, σc. Rather than assuming a single con-
centration for a given halo mass from the mean parametrisations above, the concen-
tration is drawn from a log-normal distribution of width σc around the values given by
these parametrisations. This is incorporated to account for the intrinsic scatter of the
c(m) relation found in numerical simulations. We consider σc = 0.14 as our default
value [126, 130], and study the impact of a larger scatter in the VAR2 model where
σc = 0.24 [131] is used.

4. Number of halos Ncalib between 108 and 1010 M�. This number is used as a calibration
for the total number of subhalos. ΛCDM simulations of MW size halos predict an over-
abundance of high-mass subhalos compared to the currently known satellite galaxies;
this is the so-called ‘missing satellites’ problem [132], which is linked to the ‘too-big-to-
fail’ problem [133]. Baryonic feedback onto the cusps of DM subhalos could possibly
solve this tension [134, 135]. Indeed, hydrodynamical simulations roughly show half
as many high-mass subhalos as DM only simulations. About 100 − 150 objects are
obtained above 108 M� [105, 106], and we choose Ncalib = 150 as our default value.
A more subhalo-rich configuration, used in models VAR4 and HIGH (see table 1), is
defined by Ncalib = 300 as motivated by the results of DM-only simulations [58].

5. Index of the clump mass distribution, αm. Numerical simulations show that the DM
halo mass distribution is well described as dN/dm ∝ m−αm . For the reference model
we take αm = 1.9 as suggested by numerical simulations of MW-like halos [58, 104]
and investigate a slightly steeper mass function in the VAR1 model, where αm = 2.0.
Together with Ncalib, mmin, and mmax, the choice of αm determines the total number
of clumps Ntot and their total mass Msubs (see [86] for details). In table 1, we provide
the resulting Ntot and, with the knowledge of the total mass of the Galaxy, MMW, the
global portion of DM bound into subhalos, fsubs = Msubs/MMW.

6. Spatial distribution of Galactic substructures, dP/dV = ρsubs/Msubs. The fraction of
mass bound into substructures is expected to decrease towards the GC, as subhalos
are tidally disrupted by the strong gradient of the gravitational potential. This is
discussed in detail in [116], where the authors argue that this effect is the result of a

have been implemented in CLUMPY for the purpose of this work, but are not yet available in the public version.
6We also investigated the P-Aq model, and found a ∼ 60% increase for the flux from the brightest subhalos

compared to the P-VLII description. This increase would also improve the sensitivities presented in figure 13
by the corresponding factor.
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Figure 2: Number of subhalos within R, normalized to N200, the number of subhalos within R200,
up to RMW/R200 = 1.22 (R200 = 213.5 kpc for our Galactic halo). We also show the position of
the observer at R�/R200 = 0.037. The number of subhalos, N(R), results from the subhalo number
density dN/dV = Ntot · dP/dV .

selection effect of the ‘evolved’ subhalos (suffering from tidal stripping), the ‘unevolved’
distribution following the host smooth distribution. Figure 2 displays the cumulative
number of halos as a function of the distance to the GC, where ρsubs ∝ ρtot is shown
as dash-dotted line. To correctly describe ρsubs, a generic ‘anti-biased’ parametrisation
ρsubs/ρtot ∝ R was proposed in [136, 137] (dotted line). This is to be compared to the
result obtained from numerical simulations, namely, a fit to Aq-A1 (well described by
an Einasto profile ‘E-AQ’, long-dashed line) or to all Aquarius halos (curved power-law,
cyan) halos [58], or subhalos of the Via Lactea II simulation [104, 138] (orange). We also
show the profile for the Phoenix simulation of galaxy clusters (rescaled to R200, green
line) described by an Einasto profile [103], which leads to a comparable dependence.
Simulations produce slopes steeper than ρsubs/ρtot ∝ R, with the Aquarius and Phoenix
results found to be well described by ρsubs/ρtot ∝ R1.3 in [116]’s model. In table 1, we
choose the Einasto profile fitted to the Aquarius A-1 halo as our default setup and use
the Via Lactea II parametrisation in the VAR3 and HIGH models. Table 1 also gives
the local DM mass fraction under the form of subhalos in the solar neighbourhood,
fsubs(R�) = ρsubs(R�)/ρtot(R�), which is dependent on the chosen ρsubs profile.

7. Flag for sub-substructures. The default calculation assumes no further substructures
within Galactic subhalos. However, several levels of substructures (clumps within
clumps) can be taken into account by CLUMPY for the flux calculation, which would
boost the signal further. This is tested in model VAR5, where we assume self-similarity,
with respect to the model LOW, between subhalos and sub-subhalos (following what
has been shown by both the Aquarius and Via Lactea II simulations [64, 139]), i.e.
fsubsub = 0.19, E-AQ for the spatial distribution of sub-subhalos within their host, and
SP for the c(m) parametrisation.
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Model VAR0 VAR1 VAR2 VAR3 VAR4 VAR5 VAR6a VAR6bLOW HIGH
V

a
ri

ed
p

a
ra

m
et

er
s

inner profile NFW E E E E E E E E E
αm 1.9 1.9 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9
σc 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.24 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14
%subs E-AQ E-AQ E-AQ E-AQ M-VLII E-AQ E-AQ E-AQ E-AQ M-VLII
Ncalib 150 150 150 150 150 300 150 150 150 300

sub-subhalos? no no no no no no yes no no no
c(m) SP SP SP SP SP SP SP Moliné P-VLII P-VLII

D
er

iv
ed

p
ar

a
m

et
er

s

Ntot (×1014) 6.1 6.1 150 6.1 6.1 12 6.1 6.1 6.1 12
fsubs [%] 19 19 49 19 19 38 19 19 19 38

fsubs(R�) [%] 0.30 0.30 0.77 0.30 0.47 0.59 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.93

D̃?
obs [kpc] 22+32

−16 19+27
−14 13+27

−10 21+33
−15 20+22

−15 17+26
−13 21+30

−14 8+18
−6 9+14

−6 8+11
−6

log10(m̃?
vir/M�) 9.0+0.8

−1.4 8.8+0.8
−1.4 8.5+0.9

−1.5 8.9+0.8
−1.4 9.0+0.7

−1.3 8.9+0.9
−1.4 9.0+0.7

−1.4 7.9+1.4
−1.6 7.9+1.4

−1.5 8.2+1.2
−1.5

log10

(
J̃?

GeV2 cm−5

)
19.9+0.4

−0.3 20.0+0.5
−0.3 20.0+0.4

−0.3 20.0+0.4
−0.3 20.1+0.4

−0.3 20.2+0.4
−0.3 20.3+0.5

−0.3 20.3+0.5
−0.4 20.4+0.5

−0.3 20.8+0.5
−0.4

Table 1: Parameters for the different models investigated in this study. The first seven lines corre-
spond (from top to bottom) to: the subhalo density profile, the slope of the subhalo mass distribution,
the width of the concentration distribution, the subhalo spatial distribution, the number of objects be-
tween 108 and 1010 M�, the flag for sub-subhalos, and the mass-concentration relation. The columns
are ordered by increasing flux of the brightest object. ‘NFW’ stands for a Navarro-Frenk-White profile
and ‘E’ for an Einasto profile with αE = 0.17. ‘E-AQ’ is the Einasto parametrisation fitted to the
substructure distribution in Aquarius simulation [58], while ‘M-VLII’ corresponds to the Via Lactea II
parametrisation of Madau et al. [104]. The mass concentration relation is ‘SP’ for the Sánchez-Conde
& Prada parametrisation [126], or the distance-dependent description by Moliné et al. [129], respec-
tively by Pieri et al. [67], ‘P-VLII’. Derived parameters in the six bottom rows are the following: Ntot

is the total number of subhalos in the MW; fsubs is the global mass fraction contained in subhalos;
fsubs(R�) is the mass fraction contained in subhalos at the solar distance from the GC; D̃?

obs, m̃
?
vir,

and J̃? are the median distance from the observer, mass, and J-factor of the brightest subhalo from
the 500 realisations of each model.

3 Global properties of the models

Before performing analyses dedicated to Fermi-LAT and CTA in section 4 and section 5, we
describe here the overall behaviour of the models with respect to the substructure properties
described above. This is done by the inter-comparison of the various models (§ 3.1), by
comparison to the known MW satellites (§ 3.2), and by comparison of the angular power
spectrum to previous calculations (§ 3.3).

3.1 Impact of the substructure description

Each substructure property that is varied according to table 1 essentially impacts the number
of substructures and/or their associated J−factors. Five hundred skymap realisations for
each modelling (LOW, HIGH, VAR0 to VAR6) have been simulated. The bottom half of
table 1 gives the global properties of each modelling, averaged over the 500 realisations.
Compared to the LOW model, only the calibration number Ncalib and the slope of the mass
distribution affect the total number of subhalos. However, the number of halos within a given
J-factor range will depend on all substructure-related properties and one may therefore use
histograms of the subhalos J-factors to assess the importance of each property.

For a given model X, we define NX(> J) as the mean number of halos with a J-factor
above a certain threshold J , averaged over the 500 realisations. This quantity is shown in
the top panel of figure 3 for model LOW (pale blue) and HIGH (red). The behaviour of the
histograms is well approximated by a power-law ∝ J1−α, with α ∼ 2 over a large range of
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Figure 3: Top: cumulative source count distribution of Galactic subhalos (full sky, averaged over 500
simulations) for model LOW and HIGH. The solid lines show the distribution of the total J-factors,
J(θvir), the dashed-dotted lines the distribution when only taking into account the emission from the
central 0.5◦ of the subhalos, J(0.5◦). The grey-shaded histogram shows the cumulative distribution
of all known dSph galaxy objects, including the Large and Small Magellanic cloud, with the values
listed in table 4. Bottom: ratio of all VARi models to LOW.

J values (thin solid red line). We also define the median J-factor of the brightest halo in a
given model, J̃?, and report these values in table 1, along with the median mass, m̃?

vir, and

distance from the observer, D̃?
obs, of this brightest halo. We refer the reader to appendix B

for a detailed discussion of the J? distribution and how J̃? and N(> J) are connected.

The ratio NX(> J)/NLOW(> J) is plotted in the bottom panel of figure 3, where
X = VARi, i ∈ [0, 6]:

• Changing the subhalo inner profile (VAR0, blue), the substructure spatial distribution
(VAR3, orange), the normalization of the mass distribution (VAR4, magenta), or the
width of the mass-concentration description (VAR2, red) yields an increase or decrease
of the number of clumps, uniformly over the entire J−factor range.

• Changing the subhalo inner profile or changing the subhalo spatial distribution yields
a ∼ 40% change compared to the LOW model, while the width of the concentration
distribution only affects the result by a few percents. The other substructure properties
do not affect the number of subhalos in the same way for low and high J-factor values.
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Figure 4: The influence of sub-subhalos as a function of the integration angle. For typical bright
detectable DM halos (see table 3), the signal with sub-substructures (green solid line) is compared to
the signal without them (black solid line). The angular resolutions (68% containment radius; “point
spread function”, PSF) for CTA [83] at Eγ ≥ 30 GeV and Fermi-LAT at Eγ ≥ 1 GeV [15, 140] are
overlaid (grey shaded areas). For CTA, the sub-substructures contribution is negligible.

• Including a boost from sub-subhalos (VAR5, light green) or having a distance-dependent
concentration prescription (VAR6, black) both produce a similar effect: a larger number
of halos in each J-factor bin, the effect increasing with increasing J (from ∼ 50− 70%
to more than a factor 2).

• For the highest J-decade, both distant-dependent concentration prescriptions VAR6a
and VAR6b result in compatible J-factors. This is well understood given that the high-
J end is populated by subhalos close to us, i.e. also close to the GC with R ≈ 10 kpc.
At these distances, P-VLII and Moliné concentrations are in agreement on a wide
mass range (figure 1). The prescriptions then differ for less luminous subhalos, which
represent subhalos at larger galactocentric distances. For those objects, Moliné et al.
predict larger concentrations, which results into brighter objects and a steepening of
the source count distribution.

• Steepening the slope of the mass function (VAR1, dark green) increases (decreases) the
number of faint (bright) halos, the amplitude of the effect remaining . 50% for the
∼ 103 most luminous subhalos.

Including sub-subhalos is only significant in the outskirts of the halos. This is shown in
figure 4, where dJ/dΩ is plotted as a function from the distance to the centre for the LOW
(grey solid line) and VAR5 (dashed blue and green solid lines) models. This finding is in
agreement with [139]. For the angular resolution of the background-dominated CTA (grey
band), however, they do not play a significant role and we therefore do not include them in
the remainder of this study.7

From the range of substructures properties tested as deviations from the LOW model,
we find the distance-dependent concentration parametrisation and boost from sub-subhalos
to have the larger effect in terms of the number of halos with the largest J-factors. For

7Assuming a spatial dependence of the sub-subhalo concentration—analogous to model VAR5 on the sub-
sub level—possibly increases this contribution within the CTA resolution. However, the boost at this second
level of substructures is very uncertain and could even be negligible for these objects [129].
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Figure 5: One statistical realisation of the Galactic differential intensity at 4 GeV, for the models
LOW and HIGH. In the left column, only the flux from the resolved substructures is shown (Jdrawn). In
the middle column, the flux from all substructures, resolved and unresolved, is shown (Jdrawn+〈Jsubs〉).
In the right column, the total Galactic emission is shown (Jsm additionally included). Note the
different colour scales between the columns. The particle physics term is computed from a thermal
relic cross-section, mχ = 200 GeV, and χχ → bb̄. The maps are drawn with a HEALPix resolution
Nside = 512.

CTA-like angular resolutions, we conclude that the mass-concentration relation is the most
important substructure property to pin down in order to make reliable detectability studies.

We use the distance-dependent concentration P-VLII by Pieri et al. in the HIGH model
and, unless stated otherwise, the remaining of the paper will use the HIGH model as an
optimistic template, while LOW remains default. For illustration purpose, we display in
figure 5 the two corresponding differential flux skymaps computed at 4 GeV. The flux is
obtained assuming a 200 GeV DM candidate which annihilates exclusively in the bb̄ channel.
The left column shows maps of the substructures drawn by CLUMPY, while the middle column
displays the total (resolved+unresolved) substructure contribution. As discussed above, more
subhalos are resolved in model HIGH, and the flux of the unresolved component is also higher.
The right column displays the total flux in both cases, i.e. including the smooth Galactic
halo component, which is the dominant component towards the GC.

3.2 Comparison of the DM subhalo models to the known Milky Way satellites

More than twenty dSph galaxies are known to orbit the Milky Way. Formed from the most
massive DM subhalos, these objects are prime targets for indirect detection as their DM
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content, and therefore J-factors can been inferred from stellar kinematics, e.g. [94, 96]. The
mass and J-factors of these objects are discussed in appendix D, table 4 summarises their
main properties. These values are used below for a sanity check of our models.

First, the grey shaded area in the top panel of figure 3 corresponds to the cumulative
histogram of J-factors built from the known dSph galaxies, plus the SMC, and the LMC.
The J-factors are reported within an integration angle of θint = 0.5◦, as benchmark angular
resolution of Fermi-LAT [15, 140]. For display purposes, we have used the median values
of the J-factors only, but we remind the reader that these values may be very uncertain
for ultra-faint dSph galaxies. For lower J values, the number of detected dSph galaxies
becomes much lower than the number of subhalos measured from the models. This is what
one would expect given that the most numerous low-mass halo would not have retained
gas and formed stars to become identified as dSph galaxies [106]. The high-J end of the
histogram (J & 1019 GeV2 cm−5) lies between the LOW and HIGH models but for the very
last bin. The latter corresponds to the recently-discovered Triangulum II galaxy, that we
have tentatively analysed here. Note that the authors of [141], using a non-spherical halo
hypothesis have reported a median J(0.5◦) = 1.6×1020 GeV2 cm−5 for Triangulum II, which
would bring the last bin down to lie between LOW and HIGH.8 This behaviour of the MW
satellites gives confidence to the fact that the LOW and HIGH models do indeed encompass
the uncertainties surrounding the subhalo distribution.

Second, the mainly illustrative figure 6 gives the location of the detected MW satel-
lites (red and orange dots) in the J − mvir (left) and J − Dobs planes (right) on top of
the distribution of subhalos of model HIGH. It shows that MW satellite galaxies probe, as
expected, the high-mass and high-distance ends of the subhalo population. The horizontal
dotted lines indicate how many subhalos are expected in a given realisation, and as above,
model HIGH is in excess compared to the known objects. They could be yet-to-discover dSph
galaxies or dark halos, and the distribution of entries (shaded blue scale) shows a preference
for halos slightly less massive than the known dSph galaxies. Finally, the brightest subhalo
expected for Fermi-LAT and CTA are given by the green and yellow stars, respectively. The
Fermi-LAT subhalo is brighter because of the larger accessible survey area (see section 4 and
section 5 for details).

3.3 Subhalo angular power spectrum

The angular power spectrum (APS) of the subhalo γ-ray sky maps is a powerful tool for DM
analyses and provides another cross-check for our analysis. The APS C` of an intensity map
I(ϑ, ϕ) is defined as

C` =
1

2`+ 1

∑

m

|a`m|2 , (3.1)

with a`m the coefficients of the intensity map decomposed into spherical harmonics Y`m,

I(ϑ, ϕ) =

`max∑

`=0

m=+`∑

m=−`
a`m Y`m(ϑ, ϕ). (3.2)

CLUMPY’s APS calculation relies on the HEALPix9 The median and variance of C` are
calculated for each of the 500 Jdrawn maps produced for all models, with HEALPix resolution

8When considering the credible intervals, the Triangulum II value of [141] and ours are nonetheless com-
patible within 1σ.

9http://healpix.sourceforge.net/ package [142].
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Figure 6: Relation between the brightness of the subhalos and their mass (left) or distance to the
observer (right). The histograms are shown for the subhalo model HIGH and averaged over 500
simulations. The projection along the vertical axis gives the source count distribution 〈dN/dJ〉. The
dotted lines denote the integrated bins above the respective line, NHIGH(≥ J), identical to what is
presented in figure 3. The known MW satellites listed in table 4 are displayed as red dots (and orange
dots for the dSph discovered most recently). The green asterisk marks the median brightest subhalo
expected for Fermi-LAT and the yellow asterisk for a dark subhalo search with CTA (see section 4
and section 5). In this figure, all J-values are calculated at θint = 0.5◦.

Nside = 4096. The power C` caused by Jdrawn strongly depends on the number of simulated
objects, and we show in the convergence study of appendix C that most of the power at all
multipoles is generated by the O(100) brightest subhalos.10 As already underlined in previous
analyses [144, 145], the subhalo power spectrum is Poisson-like in the range ` . 500, and
flattens at higher multipoles due to the extended size of the brightest (high-mass) subhalos
(see figure 7). It is possible to connect the subhalo intensity APS to the source count
distributions in figure 3. For point-like sources and at small angular scales, [144] showed
that the angular power is approximately constant (Poisson-like) at all multipoles, and can
be calculated by the one-subhalo term:

C` ≈ C1 sh ≈ 1

16π2

Lmax∫

Lmin

lmax∫

0

L2

l2
dn(l, L)

dL
dl dL ≡ CIP, (3.3)

where n(l, L) denotes the number density of the subhalos, averaged over the solid angle Ω.
The coordinates (l, Ω) denote spherical coordinates with the observer at l = 0, and L is the

total luminosity of a subhalo. For a point-like DM halo, L = 〈σv〉
2m2

χ

dN
dE L, with the luminosity

10We showed in [87] that the contribution of the unresolved objects, 〈Jsubs〉, to the APS is negligible for
` & 4, so this is not discussed further.
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Figure 7: Left: Differential subhalo intensity APS at 4 GeV and its variance on the full sky. The
bands show the 68% CI around the median power at each ` for the models LOW (pale blue) and

HIGH (red), obtained from 500 realisations. The dashed lines give the constant C` = C̃IP , according
to Eq. (3.4). At high-`, the power spectra deviate from the point-source approximation due to the
angular extension of the subhalos. The anisotropy level measured in the DGRB, in the multipole
range 155 ≤ ` ≤ 504, from 22 months of observation with Fermi-LAT [143] (1σ error band) is shown
for comparison (see text for discussion). Right: Median values for the models LOW (dark grey) and
HIGH (red), as on the right figure, compared to other works (dashed colours, see text for details).
For the particle physics term, mχ = 200 GeV, χχ → bb̄, and a thermal relic cross-section has been
chosen.

L as defined in [86]. It is straightforward to show that

CIP =
1

4π

∫ Fmax

Fmin

F 2 dN

dF
dF, (3.4)

where N is the total number of subhalos, and F their flux at the observer.

APS properties and model comparison. To facilitate the comparison to previous
works [145–147], the APS below is given as differential intensity power at E = 4 GeV for
a mχ = 200 GeV, χχ → bb̄ annihilation channel with thermal relic cross-section 〈σv〉 =
3 · 10−26 cm3 s−1 (same as in figure 5).

The left panel of figure 7 shows the median APS of the LOW and HIGH models and
their 68% confidence intervals, CI, along with the median Poisson-like CIP given in Eq. (3.4),
calculated for each model and 500 simulations. Here, the flux Fmin in Eq. (3.4) has been set to
the flux from the faintest drawn object in each realisation. As shown in appendix C, further
lowering Fmin → 0 adds negligible contribution to the integral. The flux Fmax in Eq. (3.4)
is Fmax = F ?, the flux from the brightest object in each skymap. The two approaches
agree but at high-` where the point-like approximation is not valid anymore. Additionally,
the medians also differ at low-` for the model HIGH, as the spatially isotropic distribution
of the objects is violated here (see next paragraph). A main benefit from our approach is
to properly propagate the `-dependent uncertainties on the APS (see left panel), which is
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also not limited to a single simulation and its limited mass resolution; the cosmic-variance
uncertainty is of almost one order of magnitude.

The right panel in figure 7 shows the median C` for the models LOW (black) and
HIGH (red), which encompass the results based on either the Via Lactea II [145] or Aquarius
simulations [146]. The APS from Galactic subhalos obtained by [148] (green dashed line
in figure 7) is also based on the Aquarius simulations.11 However, they semi-analytically
computed the spectrum from a generalized version of Eq. (3.3), additionally taking into
account a suppression factor |ũ(`)|2 due to the spatial extension of the subhalos. In the
g15784 simulation by [147] (magenta dot-dashed line in figure 7), only subhalos with masses
> 108.6 M� are resolved, which explains the lower overall power. Beyond the validity check,
the subhalo APS is an interesting tool for the observational search strategy. Figure 7 shows
that at low multipoles, a small dipole excess (` = 1) is visible for the model HIGH (and
none for the model LOW). Therefore, we checked if a spatial bias exists for the location of
the brightest clumps. In figure 9, we show the probability distribution to find the brightest
object at angular distance θ from the direction of the GC for LOW (pale blue) and HIGH
(red). For model LOW, only a marginal spatial preference exists to find the brightest halo in
the direction of the GC. This is not the case for model HIGH, where the direction of the GC
is clearly preferred.12 Cross-checking with model VAR6, we find this change to be mostly
due to the distance-dependent concentration of model HIGH: the closer subhalos are to the
GC, the more concentrated, hence brighter, they become. We come back later on the fact
that the brightest objects are close-by with Dobs ≈ R� ≈ O(10 kpc) from both the observer
and the GC.

APS and DM sensitivity. The APS can be compared to existing data on the anisotropy
in the diffuse γ-ray background (DGRB, see, e.g., [47]). After 22 months of data-taking,
Fermi-LAT reported a significant excess (> 3σ) of γ-ray anisotropy over the photon noise
background in the diffuse emission at latitudes |b| > 30◦, in each of four different energy
intervals between 1 GeV ≤ E ≤ 50 GeV, and in the multipole range 155 ≤ ` ≤ 504 [143]. We
take their data:cleaned result, given as appropriately rescaled full-sky equivalent power,
in differential form at 4 GeV. It is shown in figure 7 as a grey-shaded segment vertically
extending over the ±1σ uncertainty range. Accounting for the dominant contribution of
distant unresolved blazars [149] and misaligned active galactic nuclei [150] would lower the
differential intensity angular power by a factor of a few, leading to a residual anisotropy
that could be attributed to DM. For instance, several authors have used the measurement
from [143] and the blazar contribution from [149, 150] to derive upper limits on the relic
cross-section 〈σv〉 [145, 148, 151, 152].

A full analysis of the constraints set by the APS data is beyond the scope of this
analysis. Nevertheless, thanks to our self-consistent derivation of the APS and source count
distribution of Galactic DM subhalos, we may comment on the sensitivity of the former,
and the relative merit of both approaches. Using the result of [143], based on 22 months

11The curve for the Galactic APS from [148] has been rescaled for comparison to the other works. We
adopted dΦPP/dE(4 GeV, mχ = 200 GeV, χχ→ bb̄) = 5.63 · 10−32 GeV−3 cm3 s−1, compared to ΦPP(Emin =
5 GeV, Emax = 10 GeV, mχ = 100 GeV, χχ → bb̄) = 2.07 · 10−31 GeV−2 cm3 s−1, thus rescaling by a factor
(0.56/2.07)2 GeV−2. However note that the spectral shape for the χχ→ bb̄ channel assumed by [148] slightly
differs from ours.

12Note that we only consider the subhalo emission, not the DM emission from the smooth Galactic halo,
which is highly peaked towards the GC. Therefore, this discussion does not apply for the brightness in terms
of signal to background ratio.
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of Fermi-LAT data with 1FGL point sources removed, Ando and Komatsu [148] typically
find upper limits of 〈σv〉 ∼ 10−24 cm3 s−1 for mχ = 200 GeV and bb̄ (see their figure 16).
An order-of-magnitude calculation performed from figure 7 (we recall that C` ∝ 〈σv〉2) for
models LOW and HIGH encompasses this value, with model HIGH yielding the lowest limit.
This work also shows that APS-derived limits are affected by a cosmic-variance uncertainty of
almost one order of magnitude. Alternatively, looking for dark clumps in the 3FGL catalogue
(48 months of data), Schoonenberg et al. [81] find 〈σv〉 ∼ 10−25 cm3 s−1 (see their figure 7).
Their underlying subhalo model is in line with our model HIGH prediction (see figure 10), and
also suffers from a similar variance uncertainty. From these crude considerations, the APS
approach appears to be somewhat less favourable than dark clump searches. Considering
many effects such as data homogeneity, masking effects, etc., the comprehensive study of
[145] finds similar results. In the context of a large-sky survey with the CTA instrument,
we present the CTA sensitivity to dark clumps in section 5. Comparing those results to
anisotropy searches with CTA, as suggested by [153], is left for future work.

4 Revisiting dark halo searches with Fermi-LAT

The subhalo detection prospects for Fermi-LAT have been investigated several times [63–
67, 79–81]. This short section aims at comparing our work to the recently published results
of [80, 81] and at commenting on some differences compared to a CTA-like survey (presented
in section 5). To do so, we now move from the full sky approach of the previous section to a
setup tailored to the Fermi-LAT experiment. Following [81], we (i) investigate the subhalo
population outside the Galactic plane at |b| > 10◦, and we adopt the same region of interest,
as shown in figure 8; (ii) limit the J-factor integration angle to θint = 0.8◦, as done by [81],
describing Fermi-LAT’s 68% containment radius at 1 GeV.

Figure 10 shows the cumulative source count distributions for this setup and the subhalo
models LOW (pale blue) and HIGH (red). The lower x-axis presents the subhalo source count
distribution in terms of the particle-physics independent J-factor, while the upper x-axis
gives the corresponding integrated energy flux distribution above 1 GeV (for mχ = 100 GeV,
thermal annihilation cross-section, and pure annihilation into bottom quarks). This allows
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Figure 10: Cumulative source count distribution of DM subhalos for the Fermi-LAT setup. The
coloured bands denote the 1σ standard deviation around the mean N from the 500 simulations. The
lower x−axis gives J-factors and the upper x−axis the corresponding flux for a given particle physics
model, using 〈σv〉 = 3 ·10−26 cm3 s−1. The Bertoni et al.[80] (dotted line) and Schoonenberg et al.[81]
results (solid line) are also displayed. The vertical dashed lines show the conservative and optimistic
detection thresholds chosen by [81]. Taking into account an up-to-date LAT sensitivity (see text),
these thresholds would move by an approximate factor 2 to the left.

us to directly compare our modelling to the findings of Schoonenberg et al. [81] (black solid
line)13 and, with some limitations, Bertoni et al. [80] (black dotted line). Ref. [80] considers
only subhalos at |b| > 20◦, while we use |b| > 10◦, meaning that, compared to our setup, the
dotted line should be even higher than that shown in figure 10.14 For low J values, HIGH
and LOW nicely encompass the Schoonenberg et al. results. For the largest J-factors, the
HIGH model is consistent with [81] within uncertainties,15 and in some tension with [80].

The authors of [81] estimate the number of detectable subhalos for a specific DM
particle physics model from the Fermi-LAT detection threshold in the 3FGL, for sources
with a similar, relatively hard spectral shape as expected from DM annihilations. In par-
ticular considering the χχ → bb̄ channel, they assume a conservative detection thresh-
old Fcons, bb = 1.35 · 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1, and an optimistic detection threshold Fopt, bb =

4.0 · 10−13 erg cm−2 s−1 (both fluxes integrated above 1 GeV). For Fopt, bb and the particle
physics model chosen in figure 10, model HIGH predicts 13 ± 4 detectable subhalos to be
present in the 3FGL, while still 1± 1 halo could be found for the conservative model LOW;
for Fcons,bb, model HIGH (LOW) yields 3± 2 (0.1± 0.4) halos. We adopted the above flux
thresholds and quote the number of detectable clumps based on the 3FGL to ease comparison

13We added their distributions of point-like and extended halos which they discuss separately. Note that
they use a simplified approach to calculate the J-factors. Performing the full line-of-sight integration in
CLUMPY, we do not find a strict difference between point-like and extended objects.

14The integration angle used in [80] is not specified and the comparison is only valid provided that their
calculation of the DM spectra is consistent with [102].

15Ref. [81] finds a similar sample variance of N (68% CI), which is not shown in figure 10.
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with the results found by [81]. However, after eight years of operation, and with the improved
Pass8 event reconstruction [140], the LAT sensitivity to faint sources has significantly im-
proved since the 3FGL release. For the background-dominated regime between 1 GeV and
10 GeV, the double exposure yields a factor

√
2 in improved sensitivity, and the Pass8 recon-

struction additionally improves the sensitivity by about 30% compared to the Pass7 analysis
chain.16 With this, we approximate the available flux thresholds above 1 GeV after eight
years observations with Pass8 reconstruction to be F8years ≈ 0.5F3FGL. Correspondingly,
the number detectable clumps increases by factor ∼ 0.51−α ∼ 2, with 1 − α ≈ −1 the slope
of the source count distribution in figure 10. Therefore, assuming 〈σv〉 ≈ 3 · 10−26 cm3 s−1

and for mχ . 100 GeV, DM subhalos might already have been detected by Fermi-LAT,
even under conservative assumptions about the subhalo model and the detection threshold.
Conversely, we remark that an exclusion of the DM hypothesis for most of the unidentified
3FGL objects is consistent with Fermi-LAT’s finding from stacked dSph galaxy observations,
〈σv〉 < 3 ·10−26 cm3 s−1 for mχ < 100 GeV [30], and these limits are now more stringent after
four more years data taking.

We remark that the Fermi-LAT angular resolution strongly improves at energies above
1 GeV, reaching a 68% containment radius of 0.2◦ at∼ 10 GeV, and 0.1◦ above∼ 100 GeV [15,
140]. Therefore, we stress that the choice of θint = 0.8◦ in this paragraph is not a description
of the LAT performance, but serves for comparison of the source count distribution from
[81].

For the plausibility of dark subhalo searches, it is of interest to investigate the physical
properties (mass, distance, angular extension) of the brightest subhalo. The median proper-
ties of the brightest object within the masked Fermi-LAT sky and for the model HIGH are
presented in table 3. The properties of the brightest subhalo may depend on the angular reso-
lution of the instrument and we find that the object with the largest overall J-factor, J(θvir),
is not necessarily the same as the object with the largest J-factor within some θint < θvir.
This is accounted for in table 3, and the brightest object is listed separately within the in-
tegration angles θvir, 0.8◦ and 0.1◦. However, this differentiation results into barely different
objects within the resolutions of Fermi-LAT (in contrast to CTA, which is discussed later).
For Fermi-LAT, the subhalo with the median largest J-factor is typically 8+11

−6 kpc away, and
has a mass between ∼ 107 M� − 109 M�.

We finally remark that in case of potential DM subhalo candidates, alternative origins
for the signal (VHE blazars, milli-second pulsars) have to be ruled out. Various approaches
for disentangling DM and astrophysical sources are presented in [75, 76, 81, 154]. Especially
CTA will be a suitable instrument to perform dedicated follow-up observations of source
candidates, and to resolve different origins by the temporal, spectral and spatial morphology
of a candidate. Besides, CTA will be able to perform a large-area survey on its own, enter-
ing an energy regime beyond the accessibility of Fermi-LAT. In the following, we will now
investigate whether a CTA survey can be used to search for DM subhalos.

5 CTA sensitivity to dark clumps

This section presents the CTA sensitivity to dark clumps (for the sake of readability, all the
technical details are postponed to appendix E). We first introduce the salient features of CTA
and CTA’s extragalactic survey (§ 5.1), present the instrument background (§ 5.2), the char-
acteristics of the brightest clump for CTA (§ 5.3), the likelihood and statistics used to draw

16http://www.slac.stanford.edu/exp/glast/groups/canda/lat_Performance.htm
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Energy Diffuse γ-ray rate Background rate γ-rays/background
threshold [Hz deg−2] [Hz deg−2] ratio

30 GeV 2.8 · 10−3 6.1 0.5 · 10−3

100 GeV 1.1 · 10−3 1.1 1.1 · 10−3

300 GeV 3.0 · 10−4 0.27 1.2 · 10−3

Table 2: Diffuse γ-ray and background rates after gamma-hadron separation cuts for the CTA on-axis
performance, integrated over the energy above different energy thresholds.

our CIs (§ 5.4), and then the ensuing sensitivity for CTA to these objects (§ 5.5). We under-
line that the knowledge of the probability distribution of the brightest clumps is mandatory
to set robust constraints on DM detection. As discussed and shown in appendix B.2, this
distribution has a long tail, so that the construction of credible intervals (CI) must rely on
large samples to be correctly defined. For this reason, all the results presented in this section
are based on 104 CLUMPY runs of the models LOW and HIGH.

5.1 Observation setup and nominal sensitivity

CTA is the next-generation ground-based γ-ray observatory, using the technique of imaging
atmospheric Cherenkov radiation (‘Imaging Atmospheric Cerenkov Telescope’, IACT). It will
feature an unprecedented resolution in energy and angular separation for γ-rays in the range
between 30 GeV . Eγ . 200 TeV, and, over the whole energy range, an effective collection
area of about an order of magnitude larger than current IACT [82]. Having a large field-of-
view, CTA will be the first IACT to efficiently perform large-area surveys in VHE (very high
energy, & 100 GeV) γ-rays. In particular, it plans to perform an extragalactic survey with an
approximately uniform exposure over 25% of the sky [85]. This survey aims at an unbiased
population study of extragalactic sources, primarily to search for ‘dark particle accelerators’
without any counterparts at other wavelengths. Analogously, it can be used for a search for
Galactic DM annihilation in dark subhalos.

CTA will consist of two arrays, one in the northern and one in the southern hemisphere.
We assume, for simplicity, that most of the survey will be performed by the southern array,
in circular region around the Galactic south pole (b < −30◦).17 This choice covers the
projected fsky = 25%, as illustrated in figure 8, and excludes the area close to the GC (see
figure 9), where, for the model HIGH, bright subhalos are found with the highest probability;
therefore, scanning lower Galactic latitudes or the combination with a Galactic plane survey
could in principle increase the sensitivity to dark halos. Around 400 to 600 hours will be
available for the extragalactic survey with CTA [85]. With an uniform distribution of this
observing time over the whole survey area, a sensitivity to fluxes of about 2.5 ·10−12 cm−2 s−1

to 1 · 10−11 cm−2 s−1 above 100 GeV (approximately corresponding to 0.5%− 2% the flux of
the Crab nebula [155]) can be reached for a Crab-nebula-like energy spectrum [85]. We discuss
further the uniform observation strategy in the context of dark subhalos in appendix E.1.

5.2 Diffuse γ-rays and residual background

Earth-based γ-ray observatories suffer from a large residual background from cosmic rays.
While sophisticated analysis techniques are able to efficiently discriminate the γ-ray signal

17Depending on the final location/latitude of CTA (southern site), a substantial part of the extragalactic
survey area has to be covered by CTA North. Moreover, some of the area we selected may be unreachable for
CTA (only observable at elevations < 40◦), or the survey may reach smaller Galactic latitudes |b| . 10◦.
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Figure 11: Diffuse γ-ray and background rates after gamma-hadron separation cuts for the CTA
on-axis performance. The diffuse γ-rays (black solid line) are taken from [156] and comprise the
intensity of all γ-rays above |b| > 20◦, measured by Fermi-LAT up to 820 GeV, including the resolved
sources. The background rate (blue dashed-dotted line) is given on-axis, optimised for 30 minutes of
observation (as used throughout this paper).

from the hadronic background, it is almost impossible to separate it from cosmic electrons.
In figure 11, we show the residual background rate estimation for CTA (blue dashed-dotted
line), after applying background rejection cuts optimised for an observation over 30 min, the
typical observing time per field. This background rate is computed by MC simulations of the
detector response to the cosmic-ray intensity, and represents the events passing the analysis
cuts. In black, we show the event rate of the diffuse γ-rays, resulting from integrating the
γ-ray intensity over the CTA on-axis effective area. We take the total γ-ray intensity above
|b| > 20◦, measured by Fermi-LAT up to 820 GeV [156], to compare it with the CTA residual
background. This intensity contains all γ-rays outside the Galactic plane, from resolved and
unresolved sources. Thus, this spectrum gives a rather conservatively large value for the
total diffuse γ-ray emission outside the Galactic plane. From figure 11 (differential rates)
and table 2 (integrated rates), it can be seen that the residual background outweighs the
diffuse γ-ray emission by a factor of 1000. Therefore, we can safely ignore all diffuse γ-ray
backgrounds on top of the residual cosmic-ray background, including those from Galactic
and extragalactic DM.

5.3 Characteristics of the brightest halos

Similarly to the discussion in section 4 for Fermi-LAT, we investigate the source count distri-
bution for a J-factor integration angle tailored to the angular resolution of the instrument,
and display the result in figure 12 for models LOW and HIGH. We present the distributions
for the integration angles θint = 0.05◦ (angular resolution of CTA at & 1 TeV), θint = 0.1◦

(angular resolution of CTA at . 1 TeV), and the full emission, θint = θvir. Comparing fig-
ure 12 (CTA scenario) to figure 10 (Fermi-LAT scenario) shows that the CTA source count
distributions shift to lower J-factors, due to a factor ∼ 3 smaller survey field, and smaller
integration angles. We also show in figure 12 the subhalo distribution assumed by [84] for
a survey field characterised by fsky = 25%, based on the VL II subhalo catalogue. These
authors consider an integration over the entire extent of the subhalos (i.e. θint = θvir), dis-
missing only highly extended subhalos, and their distribution is in fair agreement with our
model HIGH. This is consistent with the fact that our model HIGH approximately matches
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Figure 12: Cumulative source count distribution of DM subhalos for the CTA setup. The upper
x−axis shows the flux level for the DM particle model to which CTA is most sensitive (adopting the
subhalo model HIGH; see figure 13). The annihilation cross-section is chosen so that CTA would
observe one subhalo above the flux sensitivity threshold corresponding to the chosen DM annihilation
spectrum. Increasing (decreasing) the annihilation cross-section would result in a shift of the upper
x−axis and the vertical dashed lines to the left (right). We also display the result of Brun et al. [84],
who used θint ≈ θvir.

the distribution derived from VL II also for the Fermi-LAT setup (see figure 10). However,
we emphasize that assuming the whole subhalo flux, J(θvir), originating from a point source
heavily overestimates the actual CTA performance. An exact treatment of the sensitivity
must account for the energy dependent angular resolution and the extension of the source,
and is done in the next subsections. In figure 12, we show the result from this rigorous
treatment. The dashed lines show that for the considered DM particle, the sensitivity to the
full emission from the brightest, extended halo (model HIGH) roughly corresponds to the
sensitivity to a point source with the smaller flux within 0.1◦, J(0.1◦).

Table 3 lists the median properties of the brightest object for Fermi-LAT and CTA
at various integration angles. The median J̃?(θint) is obtained from 104 MC simulations
(see also appendix B.2). In terms of halo properties, the population of brightest sources
resembles the one for Fermi-LAT, and consists of close and rather massive halos; we remind
the reader that we have identified the distance-dependence subhalo concentration as the
main driver of this behaviour. The high angular resolution of CTA implies that changing
the integration angle more drastically affects the brightest source properties than for Fermi-
LAT: the smaller the integration angle, the lighter (and closer) the average brightest object
becomes (Mvir & 107 M� for θint . 0.05◦).

The subhalo source count distributions estimated so far include the most massive DM
clumps, which would have formed stars and and host the dSph galaxies of the MW. Therefore,
VHE γ-rays from DM annihilation in these objects will most likely be discovered by dedicated
pointed VHE observations. Including dSph objects into the estimation of the CTA survey sen-
sitivity to dark clumps might therefore bias the number of potentially detectable sources, even
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Fermi-LAT scenario CTA scenario
Median properties of (fsky = 82.6%) (fsky = 25%)

brightest subhalo within θint = 0.1◦ θint = 0.8◦ θint = θvir θint = 0.05◦ θint = 0.1◦ θint = θvir

D̃?
obs [kpc] 7+10

−5 8+11
−6 8+12

−6 7+10
−5 8+12

−6 10+16
−8

R̃? [kpc] 9+9
−3 10+10

−3 10+11
−3 10+9

−2 10+10
−3 12+15

−4

log10(m̃?
vir/M�) 7.7+1.3

−1.5 8.1+1.2
−1.6 8.1+1.3

−1.5 7.4+1.4
−1.4 7.6+1.4

−1.5 8.0+1.3
−1.6

r̃?vir [kpc] 6.7+12
−4.6 8.8+14

−6.1 9.2+15
−6.3 5.4+9.5

−3.5 5.9+11
−4.0 8.1+14

−5.8

r̃?s [kpc] 0.13+0.42
−0.10 0.19+0.55

−0.15 0.21+0.62
−0.17 0.12+0.36

−0.08 0.14+0.43
−0.10 0.22+0.69

−0.17

c̃?vir 50+23
−16 44+22

−15 43+22
−15 45+16

−14 43+17
−14 37+17

−13

θ̃?vir [deg] 45+16
−12 48+15

−12 49+14
−12 37+16

−11 38+15
−11 39+15

−10

θ̃?s [deg] 1.2+1.4
−0.6 1.5+1.6

−0.8 1.6+1.6
−0.8 1.0+1.1

−0.5 1.1+1.1
−0.5 1.3+1.1

−0.6

θ̃?h [deg] 0.16+0.20
−0.08 0.20+0.20

−0.10 0.22+0.22
−0.11 0.13+0.16

−0.05 0.14+0.14
−0.07 0.18+0.14

−0.08

log10

(
J̃?/GeV2 cm−5

)
20.3+0.4

−0.3 20.7+0.4
−0.3 20.8+0.5

−0.4 19.7+0.3
−0.3 19.9+0.4

−0.3 20.3+0.5
−0.4

Table 3: Median properties of the brightest subhalo for the survey setups tailored to the Fermi-LAT
and CTA instruments, and for the subhalo model HIGH. The uncertainties denote the 68% CI around
the median. For both instruments, the results for different angular resolutions are given. Dobs is the
distance from the observer, and R the distance from the GC. mvir is the subhalo mass. rvir and rs
denote its virial and scale radius, cvir = rvir/rs, and θvir, s = arctan(rvir, s/Dobs). θh is the radius
enclosing half of the total emission, J(θh) = 0.5 J(θvir). For reliable medians, the values are obtained
from a sample of 104 simulations.

more so when deep-sky and large-area optical surveys might discover additional faint dSph
galaxies. To study the impact of this issue, we computed the subhalo abundance in the CTA
scenario (25% sky coverage), neglecting clumps heavier than 106 M� or 107 M� (Table 4 in
the appendix shows that all the known dSph galaxies have a median mass larger than 106 M�,
and most objects are likely to have masses larger than 107 M�). We find that when excluding
all objects above 107 M�, the median J-factor within θint = 0.05◦ of the brightest subhalo
is not affected, with log10(J̃?(0.05◦)/GeV2 cm−5) = 19.7+0.3

−0.2 . Looking over the full extent

of the DM subhalo, we find log10(J̃?(θvir)/GeV2 cm−5) = 20.0+0.4
−0.3, i.e. a factor ∼ 2 decrease

compared to table 3. This behaviour is understood as a lighter, but more concentrated halo
is then selected as brightest object by the exclusion criterion. The situation changes when
rejecting all objects above 106 M�, where we obtain log10(J̃?(0.05◦)/GeV2 cm−5) = 19.5+0.3

−0.2

and log10(J̃?(θvir)/GeV2 cm−5) = 19.8+0.4
−0.3. The median brightest dark subhalo is then ex-

pected to be a factor 2 dimmer within the central θint = 0.05◦. The prospects of survey
discoveries are therefore only marginally affected by the distinction between dark and bright
DM halos. This point is not considered further in the remainder of this paper, where we
use the values in table 3 (right) to characterize the brightest halo properties for a CTA
extragalactic survey.
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5.4 Likelihood ratio and test statistic (TS)

We use the open-source CTA analysis software ctools18, based on the gammalib library19

[157] to compute the CTA sensitivity to the median brightest dark subhalo. The ctools

framework allows the use of a maximum-likelihood inference of hypotheses M from event
data, considering all available spatial and spectral information from the data (see appendix E.3
for the likelihood L ). The cssens tool is used to simulate events and subsequently calculate
the maximum log-likelihood ratio, with the likelihood ratio λ given by

λ =
max L (Mbkg(Θbkg) |X)

max L (Msig(Θsig) +Mbkg(Θbkg) |X)
=

L (Mbkg(
̂̂
Θbkg) |X)

L (Msig(Θ̂sig) +Mbkg(Θ̂bkg) |X)
. (5.1)

with X = (Nobs, Eobs, 1...Nobs
,~kobs, 1...Nobs

) the mock data20, Θ the adjustable parameters

in the models maximising the likelihood, and Θ̂ the corresponding maximum likelihood

estimators (
̂̂
Θbkg under the constraint Msig = 0).

For the background fit, we allow the normalisation of the rate to vary. The signal
model Msig for DM consists, according to Eq. (2.1), of the spatial part of our fixed J-factor
map (see next subsection), and a spectral part depending on the particle mass mχ and the
annihilation cross-section 〈σv〉. We scan 24 DM particle masses in 50 GeV ≤ mχ ≤ 100 TeV,

computing for each mχ the γ-ray spectrum dNf
γ /dE from [102]. For each spectrum, we set

the flux level to be the only free parameter, such that Θsig = 〈σv〉.
We use the logarithm of the likelihood ratio Eq. (5.1) as the test statistic TS to exclude

the signal hypothesis Mbkg +Msig (at the confidence level 1− ppre), namely

TS = −2 log λ. (5.2)

The TS(ppre) values were calculated directly from a set of MC simulations, and we refer the
interested reader to appendix E.4 for the technical details and used TS values. More impor-
tantly, we cross-checked our analysis method by calculating the sensitivity to the Sculptor
dSph galaxy, and found our results consistent with Carr et al. (2015) [90].

5.5 Sensitivity to dark clumps and comparison to other targets

To calculate the CTA sensitivity to the brightest subhalo in the survey field, we build a
template of the median brightest object described in § 5.3. We choose the J-factor profile
to be that of the object found to be the brightest within θint = 0.05◦ (see table 3). We
emphasize that the latter choice only determines the shape of the template halo, and the
Likelihood-based sensitivity analysis is run over the full spatial extent of that halo. The
instrument response, required in Eq. (5.1) and in the likelihood function Eq. (E.8), is taken
from [83], using the publicly available results from the ‘Production 2’ simulations.21 The
available instrument response data corresponds to on-axis observations of Crab-nebula-like
point sources, which can be safely adopted for the highly cuspy DM template halo (with
a half emission radius of θh = 0.13◦, only slightly above the CTA angular resolution). We
use the response tables with background rejection cuts optimised for a 30 min. observation
at a constant elevation of 70◦ with CTA (southern site),22 assuming 4 large-size telescopes,

18http://cta.irap.omp.eu/ctools/
19http://cta.irap.omp.eu/gammalib/
20N , E, and ~k are the number of photons, energy and direction respectively.
21http://portal.cta-observatory.org/Pages/CTA-Performance.aspx
22We cross-checked the analysis with the ’Production 2’ rejection cuts optimized for a 5 h observation and

obtained the same sensitivities.
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Figure 13: Sensitivity of the CTA extragalactic survey to find the brightest Galactic subhalo in
the survey FOV. All sensitivities are given at the 95% CL. Left: median (solid lines) and 68% (95%)
J-factor (model HIGH) uncertainty around the median (coloured areas) for bb̄ and τ+τ− annihilation
channels. Centre: comparison of LOW, HIGH (pre- and post-trial). Right: Comparison of our analysis
to the CTA sensitivity for other targets (Segue I and the GC from [90]) and to the limits from running
experiments (VERITAS [35], MAGIC [37], H.E.S.S. [158], and Fermi-LAT [30]).

24 medium-size telescopes and 72 small-size telescopes. Different observation strategies have
been proposed to raster the CTA survey field with overlapping observations to obtain a
preferably homogeneous exposure [85]. We mimic the survey coverage by an on-axis obser-
vation of the template halo with a one hour exposure. With this choice, we calibrate our
template observation setup to the optimistic benchmark performance projected for the CTA
extragalactic survey, and obtain a similar sensitivity to a Crab-like point source as in [85].23

In figure 13, we show the projected sensitivity of CTA to the WIMP DM annihilation
cross-section by searching for Galactic dark subhalos in the planned extragalactic survey:

• In the left panel, we present the sensitivity for two benchmark annihilation channels
with 100% branching ratio of χχ → bb̄ and χχ → τ+τ−, respectively. The solid lines
represent the sensitivity to the template halo with median J-factor. The shaded bands
denote the 68% (95%) statistical uncertainty around this median, originating from the
J-factor variance. It can be seen that the sample-to-sample variation of the sensitivity
scatters over almost one order of magnitude within the 68% CI, and two orders of
magnitude within the 95% CI. Also, the sample variance has a long tail towards low

23We obtain project a survey sensitivity to fluxes & 4·10−12 cm−2 s−1 above 100 GeV (approximately 0.7% of
the Crab nebula flux) for a point source with a Crab-nebula-like spectrum, requiring a test statistic of TS = 25
and without applying a trials correction. This is in an optimistic agreement with [85]. For comparison, a
point source with a spectrum χχ → τ+τ−, mχ = 500 GeV (as discussed in figure 12), would be detected at
FTS=25 = 7.8 · 10−12 cm−2 s−1 above 100 GeV.
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values of 〈σv〉, such that despite a relative modest median sensitivity, the 95% CI
reaches relatively small annihilation cross-sections. The shape of the J-factor sample
variance, which underlies the sensitivity variance, is discussed in detail in appendix B.

• In the central panel, we show the impact of the model uncertainty onto the sensitivity.
The one order of magnitude difference in the predicted fluxes between the model LOW
and HIGH translates into the equivalent difference in sensitivity. We also calculated the
sensitivity at the 1−ppost ≡ 1−ppre confidence level (see appendix E.2), neglecting the
trials penalty (dashed line), that accounts for a putative improvement of the sensitivity
by more than a factor of 5.

• In the right panel, we put the sensitivity obtained from this study into broader context.
A CTA survey search for dark subhalos provides a less powerful probe for DM annihi-
lation than CTA pointed observations of the Galactic halo, and to a lesser extent, than
the MW satellite galaxies. However, these other targets also suffer from systematic
errors. Figure 13 also shows the limits from current experiments for comparison. It
is visible that the GC provides the best limit at high energy, whereas the Fermi-LAT
experiment already reaches the CTA parameter space below TeV energies.

Before concluding, we briefly comment on the results of Ref. [84], who previously discussed
the CTA sensitivity to dark clumps. Based on the Via Lactea II simulation and a similar
survey in area (1/4 of the sky, though towards the GC), they find a more favourable sensitivity
than the one we obtain. For instance, in the bb̄ channel, our calculation reaches a minimum
(pre-trial) 〈σv〉 & 2×10−24 to compare to 〈σv〉 & 4×10−26 in [84]. Several reasons may be at
the origin of this difference. First, our limit is based on the 95% CL whereas theirs is based
on 90% CL. With this choice, we find a factor of 2 improvement on the pre-trial sensitivity
(the post-trial sensitivity is not affected). Second, Ref. [84] models the CTA instrument
characteristics starting from the H.E.S.S. instrumental response, assuming a factor 10 larger
effective area and a factor 2 better background rejection. However, the improvement of
the CTA performance is energy-dependent, and according to the ‘Production 2’ simulations,
the largest improvement in differential sensitivity compared to current instruments will be
reached at energies above ∼ 1 TeV. Because CTA will be most sensitive to WIMP masses of
mχ ≈ 1 TeV (annihilation products below 1 TeV), the applied H.E.S.S. extrapolation most
likely overestimated the CTA sensitivity to DM. Third, Ref. [84] assumes that the total
subhalo J-factors, J(θvir), is enclosed in the instrumental resolution. This overestimates the
flux of the brightest subhalo by another factor ∼ 2. For these reasons, we are confident our
analysis provides a more realistic estimate of the CTA sensitivity to dark subhalos.

6 Summary and discussion

In this paper, we have revisited the detectability of dark clumps for present and future γ-ray
instruments. Using the CLUMPY code, we have simulated several distributions of the subhaloe
in the Galaxy, in order to critically assess the range of potential number of detectable clumps
and to identify the most important parameters of such prediction. For each model, several
hundreds of skymaps have been generated to obtain the statistical properties (mass, distance,
J-factor, etc.) for these configurations. The model dubbed HIGH (LOW) provides a realistic
(conservative) benchmark model for the number of expected dark clumps. These benchmark
models have been used to discuss the prospects of dark clumps detection for the Fermi-LAT
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and CTA instruments, and we compared our results and exclusion limits on annihilating DM
to several previous calculations. We underline that we have carefully validated our analysis
at each step of the calculation (validation and cross-checks for the distribution of J and the
APS from CLUMPY, and for the sensitivity calculations for CTA). Our findings are summarised
below. First, for the substructure modelling, we find that:

• The concentration parametrisation is the main uncertainty in the determination of the
number of halos with the largest J-factors. Indeed, the brightest detectable dark clumps
are found to be close by, deep in the potential well of the Galaxy, where the impact of
tidal stripping on the concentration and brightness is the most critical. As such, our
LOW model serves as a baseline for a conservative estimate, in which no tidal stripping
is accounted for (subhalos assumed to be as ‘field’ halos’). Our HIGH model is based on
[67], which agrees well, in the regime that matters for detecting dark clumps, with the
very recently estimated distance-dependent concentration parametrisation of Ref. [129].
This makes HIGH a likely realistic benchmark model, though further improvements and
understanding of the stripping effect is necessary to strengthen this conclusion.

• The number of calibration subhalos Ncalib (between 108 and 1010 M�) and the boost
from sub-subhalos in the external parts of the subhalos are the next impacting, though
subdominant factors. First, moving from Ncalib = 300 in model HIGH to half this num-
ber in model VAR6, as hinted at by hydrodynamical simulations [105, 106], translates
into a similar decrease for J of the brightest object and the corresponding sensitivity.
It is thus desirable to better constrain this number. Second, the boost factor is ex-
pected to be at most of a few for 107 − 108M� subhalos [126, 129]. Compared to our
conservative analysis in which this boost was discarded, this could slightly improve the
prospects for Fermi-LAT, but probably not for CTA: for background-dominated instru-
ments like CTA, the best sensitivity is achieved at the angular resolution (to decrease
the background), for which the ‘boosted’ outskirts of the subhalos are not encompassed.

• The uncertainties in the other parameters (inner profile, index of the clump mass distri-
bution, spatial distribution, width of the mass-concentration distribution) impact the
overall level of the diffuse DM emission in the Galaxy, hence changes the contrast of
the subhalos. However, it leaves mostly unchanged the number and signal strength of
the brightest clumps.

A second aspect of our analysis, made possible by the reasonable running time of CLUMPY,
is the determination of the statistical properties of the detectable clumps. We have shown
that:

• The brightest clumps are typically located at ∼ 10 − 20 kpc from the GC and from
us, with concentration values ∼ 40− 50. Fermi-LAT and CTA probe slightly different
populations, with larger and more massive subhalos for Fermi-LAT (M . 108 M�,
θh . 0.2

◦
, and J ∼ 3 · 1020 GeV2 cm−5) than for CTA (M & 107 M�, θh & 0.1

◦
, and

J ∼ 1019 GeV2 cm−5). These halo masses and J-factors are close to the values obtained
for dSph galaxies, and this raises the question whether the calculated sensitivity applies
for truly dark halos or objects that could be discovered as nearby and very faint dSph
galaxies in the future. However, we have shown that the calculated sensitivities are only
mildly degraded (less than a factor 2) when rejecting masses above M > 106 M� in a
CTA large-sky survey scenario. In any case, CTA is sensitive to smaller mass ranges
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than Fermi-LAT. This difference is related to the angular resolution of the instruments
(∼ 0.05◦ for CTA compared to & 0.1◦ for Fermi-LAT), illustrating that instruments
with better angular resolution are sensitive to lower mass subhalos, which are more
likely to be dark. CTA will therefore provide a complementary view to the observation
of MW satellite galaxy observations.

• The properties of the brightest clumps derived from the statistical assessment underlie a
large sample variance. The J-factor of the brightest clump varies by almost a factor 10
at 68% CI (100 at 95% CI). In particular, the distribution has a long tail towards large
J-values. On the one hand, this means that a dark DM subhalo might be detected
even for a relatively small annihilation cross-section. On the other hand, the large
sample variance introduces a large systematic uncertainty for the limits derived from
non-observation of DM candidates in the surveys.

• Tidal effects of subhalos, modelled here via the distance-dependent concentration, leads
to an anisotropy in the distribution of the directions of the brightest clumps, as seen
in the small dipole power excess (compared to models using field halos for the concen-
tration leading to an isotropic distribution). The impact of this effect on detectability
and sensitivity is not straightforward to assess: (i) the contrast of the dark clumps
w.r.t. the DM diffuse emission decreases towards the GC, which should mostly affect
the detectability when pointing towards θ . 10◦; (ii) however, this should be balanced
with the existence of a preferential direction to search for these dark halos (4 times
more likely to lie towards the GC direction than towards the anticentre), for which the
analysis could be optimised. In any case, the number of bright dark halos searched for
in an analysis is small (by definition) and variance dominated at low−`. A dedicated
study is necessary to assess the potential benefit of an optimised search.

Finally, a last aspect of our analysis deals with the sensitivity of CTA, and to some extent
of Fermi-LAT, to dark clumps, compared to previous calculations and other targets:

• For an observation setup such as that of Fermi-LAT, a comparison of the expected
number of clumps to previous calculations confirms that Ref. [80] obtain a subhalo
abundance slightly larger than our model HIGH. Our results are more in line with those
of Ref. [81], which discusses possible explanations for the difference to the results by [80].
However, compared to [81], we do not find two different populations and behaviours
‘point-like’ vs ‘extended’ source in our analysis (we perform the full integration along
the line of sight, whereas [81] do not). As a result the shape of the number of expected
dark clumps as a function of J is not the same. The imprint of the population of DM
galactic subhalos also shows on the APS, and our models LOW and HIGH encompass
previously published studies.

• For a CTA large-sky survey scenario, we have based our sensitivity calculation on
the projected extragalactic survey [85]. We provide both a pre-trial and post-trial
sensitivity, as scanning a quarter of the sky results in a million independent trials that
must be accounted for in setting the limits. For pure annihilations into bb̄, we find the
best post-trial median sensitivity reach of 〈σv〉 ∼ 6 × 10−24 cm3 s−1 at mχ ∼ 1 TeV,
and for the τ+τ− annihilation channel, the best sensitivity of 〈σv〉 ∼ 1×10−24 cm3 s−1

at mχ ∼ 500 GeV. The 68% (95%) CI changes these values by a factor ∼ 5 (∼ 10).
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In any case, taking the post-trial limit into account worsens the sensitivity by a factor
∼ 5.

• The sensitivity reach of CTA (in model HIGH) for dark clumps in the extragalactic
survey is quite competitive with dedicated dSph galaxies observations. Looking at
the sensitivity based on the most-likely values favours the 500 hrs single bright dSph
observation over that of the extragalactic survey (factor ∼ 3), but we recall that both
suffer from large uncertainties. In particular, it has been shown that Segue 1’s J-factor
(used in our comparison plots) could be significantly lower than previously estimated
[98, 141]. In any case, the best target remains the GC region.

To conclude, we have shown that a CTA dark halo search provides a complementary view
on a different population of subhalos compared to observing dSph galaxies. The planned CTA
astronomical surveys will therefore nicely complement the dedicated DM searches programme
(a similar analysis as done here could be performed for decaying dark matter). Given the
unprecedented angular resolution of CTA, the search for small-scale anisotropies in its data,
e.g., as proposed by [153], may provide another complementary constraint on γ-ray emission
from Galactic dark clumps to that we have presented in this article.
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A Halo overdensity definition ∆ and cosmology

At a given redshift z, the enclosed mass M∆ in a dark matter halo is generically defined as
the mass contained within a radius R∆ inside of which the mean interior density is ∆ times
the critical density ρc:

M∆ =
4π

3
R3

∆ ×∆× ρc. (A.1)

The spherical top-hat collapse model provides the virial overdensity ∆ = ∆vir [159] which,
for the family of flat cosmologies, Ωm + ΩΛ = 1 (i.e., ΩK = 0), can be approximated by
∆vir ' (18π2 + 82x− 39x2)/Ωm(z), with x = Ωm(z)− 1, Ωm(z) = Ωm(0)(1 + z)3/E2(z), and
E2(z) = Ωm(0)(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ [160]. In this paper we use Ωm(0) = 0.308 and ΩΛ = 0.692
[161], leading to ∆vir ' 332.

In principle, the virial radius Rvir can be used as a criterion to identify bound objects.
In the spherical collapse model, this radius can be interpreted as a threshold separating
a region within which the material is virialized and an external region where mass is still
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collapsing onto the object. Because the details of the collapse and virialization are not-well
understood, several choices have been made in the literature to identify halos in simulations,
such as ∆ = ∆vir, 200, 500, . . . (see, e.g., [162]). We refer the reader to [163] for a study on
whether there exists a more ‘universal’ choice.

CLUMPY works with ∆ = ∆vir, and it uses conversion formulae from [164] to convert ‘200’
to ‘vir’ quantities, whenever necessary. This choice can in principle impact the estimation of
the halo and subhalo mass shown in several plots of this study. However, in CLUMPY, the mass
is mostly a proxy to calculate structural parameters of subhalos, via the c∆−M∆ relationship:
the exact definition for ∆ does not matter as long as the calculation and conversions are
done consistently—the uncertainties on the signal are dominated by our ignorance on the
dark matter subhalo population, not by the conversion factors. Then, for comparisons to the
mass or J-factor of real data, as discussed in appendix D, the uncertainties are larger than
the difference one would obtain by using different choices for ∆. Finally, we could also ask
how sensitive is the c∆−M∆ relationship to cosmological parameters. For instance, in § 2.3,
the results based on the Via Lactea II [66], Aquarius [58], and ELVIS [165] simulations all
start with different cosmologies (from WMAP 3 to WMAP 7 [166]). However, [129] finds a
very weak dependence of c∆ −M∆ on the cosmological parameters, within their statistical
dispersion. We refer the reader to [167] for a pedagogical introduction to the link between
various choices of ∆, the c∆ −M∆ relationship, and the cosmological parameters.

B Mean and variance from analytical approximations

Analytical formulae are always useful to cross-check numerical calculations and to better
identify the underlying important parameters. Under the approximation of power-law source
count distributions, we focus in this appendix on (i) the mean and median of the number
of dark clumps above a given J-factor, which is ultimately related to the sensitivity of an
instrument to dark clumps and on (ii) the mean and variance of the angular power spectrum
of the γ-ray signal. The analytical results are compared to the direct calculations from our
simulations in several places in the paper.

B.1 Power-law source count distribution

As seen in figure 3, the mean number of halos N(> J) whose annihilation factor is larger
than J can be approximated by a power-law distribution over a large range of J-factors,

N(> J) ≡
〈 ∞∫

J

dN

dJ ′
dJ ′

〉
≈
(

J

Jlim

)1−α
, (B.1)

where Jlim is defined by N(> Jlim) = 1, and provided that α > 1.24

B.2 Mean and median of the brightest DM halo

We define the probability P≥1 to obtain at least one object brighter than a given flux J as

P≥1(J) =
∞∑

N=1

p[N(> J) |N(> J)], (B.2)

24Eq. (B.1) can be easily generalized including an exponential cut-off at Jc, N(> J) =
(J/Jlim)1−α exp[−(J − Jlim)/Jc], obtaining the form of a Schechter luminosity function [168].
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with p(N |N) the probability density to obtain exactly N objects brighter than J for an
expectation value of N . If p(N |N) follows a Poisson distribution, then the cumulative
density function P≥1 is given by

P≥1(J) = 1− exp[−N(> J)] . (B.3)

For example, Eq. (B.3) implies that one obtains at least one subhalo brighter than Jlim with
a chance of 1 − e−1 = 63%. For N(> J) a power-law distribution, Eq. (B.1), plugged into
Eq. (B.3), gives the probability density function

dP≥1

dJ
(J) =

α− 1

Jlim
exp

[
−
(

J

Jlim

)1−α] ( J

Jlim

)−α
. (B.4)

The expectation value J≥1 is calculated from Eq. (B.4) and the median J̃≥1 from Eq. (B.3).
If the subhalo distribution can be approximated by a power-law distribution, Eq. (B.1), then
J≥1 and J̃≥1 are suitable approximations for the mean and median of the brightest halo:

J
? ≈ J ≥1 =

∫ ∞

0
J

dP≥1

dJ
dJ = Γ

(
1

1− α + 1

)
× Jlim, (B.5)

J̃? ≈ J̃≥1 = log(2)1/(1−α) × Jlim. (B.6)

The probability distribution Eq. (B.4) is defined for α > 1 and always positively skewed,
even w.r.t. to a log-normal distribution. The long tail follows a power-law proportional to
J−α, and thus the mean is only defined for α > 2 (J≥1 → ∞ for α ≤ 2). The mean is also
always larger than the median value. For all our models in table 1 we obtain α & 2, with a
steepening of the N(> J) distribution at the brightest halos (see figure 3). Even if a mean
brightest halo could be computed in all our models, the median can always be defined (even
for α→ 2) and offers a much better characterisation of the brightest object.

The success of this analytic approximation is illustrated in figure 14, where the distri-
butions from the power-law approximation (black line) and from the direct calculation over
104 samples (red histogram) are compared for model HIGH. The two results are in excellent
agreement. As stated in the main text, the skewness means that the limits on DM clump
detection are extremely sensitive to the long tail of the distribution. The quantiles defining
the 68% CIs are also shown: they are used for the sensitivity calculations in section 5. We
remark that similar calculations as presented in this section recently have been carried out
in the context of star cluster luminosities by [169].

B.3 APS mean, median, and variance

For a particular realisation of a point-like source count distribution, the intensity power CIP
defined in Eq. (3.4) scatters. The mean number of halos N(> F ) brighter than a flux F
behaves like N(> L), i.e. it can be approximated by a power-law. Similarly to Eq. (B.1), we
define Flim such as N(> Flim) = 1, and obtain

N(Fmin, F
?) =

Fmax=F ?∫

Fmin

〈
dN

dF ′

〉
dF ′ ≈

(
Fmin

Flim

)1−α
−
(
F ?

Flim

)1−α
, (B.7)
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Figure 14: Probability distribution of the brightest subhalo J? within the CTA survey FOV for
model HIGH; J? is chosen here w.r.t. to an integration angle θint = 0.05◦, but integrated over θvir
(total emission). The histogram (red) is based on 104 skymap realisations. The line relies on the
power-law approximation dP≥1/dJ from Eq. (B.4), with Jlim = 1.2 · 1020 GeV2 cm−5 (fixed by the
37th percentile from the skymap realisations) and α = 2.06 (obtained from a least-square fit to the
histogrammed skymap realisations). The vertical lines give the 16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles—from
the skymap realisations (bottom half) or from the distribution dP≥1/dJ (top half)—encompassing
the 68% CI.

by integrating 〈dN/dF 〉 up to the flux of the brightest halo F ?. Analogously, by using the
power-law 〈dN/dF 〉 = (α − 1)/Flim · (F/Flim)−α, α > 1, and replacing Fmin by N from
Eq. (B.7), one can rewrite Eq. (3.4) as

CIP(F ?, N) ≈ 1

4πβ
F 2

lim



(
F ?

Flim

)3−α
−
{(

F ?

Flim

)1−α
+N

} −β
 , (B.8)

with β ≡ (3− α)/(α− 1) and α 6= 3. Thanks to this approximation, CIP now became only
a function of the brightest object F ? and of the total number of objects N . A further
simplification arises assuming N→∞, in which case Fmin→0 and Eq. (B.8) simplifies to

CIP(F ?, N)
N→∞≈ 1

4πβ
F 2

lim

(
F ?

Flim

)3−α
. (B.9)

Note that CIP becomes highly sensitive to a finite N (Fmin 6= 0) in the case α→ 3, such that
the latter approximation is only applicable for α sufficiently smaller than 3, and does not
hold for α ≥ 3. For the case of Eq. (B.9) being valid, the median C̃IP is directly related to F̃ ?

C̃IP(F ?, N)
N→∞≈ CIP(F̃ ?) ≈ 1

4πβ
F 2

lim log(2)−β. (B.10)

It is also useful (see appendix C) to fix N ≡ N in Eq. (B.8), such that CIP only becomes a

function of F ?. Then again, C̃IP(F ?) ≈ CIP(F̃ ?) holds, and one can simplify the ratio of the
medians to

C̃IP(F ?; N)

C̃IP(F ?; N →∞)
≈ 1−

(
1 +

N

log(2)

) −β
. (B.11)
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Finally, one can extract the probability density function dP/dC (C ≡ CIP),

dP

dC
(C) =

dP≥1

dF
(F ?(C))×

∣∣∣∣
dF ?

dC
(C)

∣∣∣∣ , (B.12)

from which one can calculate analytic expressions for the mean C
I
P and standard deviation

σCP
. The latter expression shows that the PDF of CIP is proportional to the PDF of F ?, as

given in Eq. (B.4). This is in fact observed in our simulations (see figure 7), where the power
at each ` shows a variance skewed w.r.t a log-normal distribution, with a long tail towards
high C` values.

We stress that the above discussion only involves the variance of the APS from the vary-
ing flux of the objects. For randomly distributed objects on the sphere, the APS additionally
scatters because of their random positions in space. This variance, which decreases for larger
multipoles, can, on the full sky, be estimated by [170]:

σC` = C`

√
2

2`+ 1
. (B.13)

C APS convergence

As described in [86, 87], CLUMPY relies on a combination of the calculation of the mean signal
〈Jsubs〉 from subhalos and the calculation of individual drawn clumps Jdrawn to ensure a quick
calculation of skymaps. A critical parameter of a CLUMPY run is the relative error REJdrawn

[86], which ultimately controls the number Nsub of clumps to be drawn. In practice, a
critical distance is obtained for each mass decade, by requiring the relative error of the signal
integrated from lcrit to remain lower than this user-defined precision requirement (level of
fluctuation selected w.r.t. the mean signal). This reduces the number of clumps to draw in
the Galaxy from ∼ 1015 to ∼ 104 for angular resolutions θint ∼ 0.1◦ and REJdrawn

= 5%.
This appendix shows that this choice is a good compromise between speed and precision, and
that it ensures convergence of our results to the expected values up to the highest multipoles
the considered γ-ray instruments are sensitive to. The fair agreement with the approximate
analytical further validates the CLUMPY code.

Figure 15 shows the ratio C̃`/C̃`(Nsub →∞) for DM subhalos (model LOW) at different
multipoles `, calculated over Nsample = 5000 simulations. The sample median was chosen
because of its robustness compared to the mean, which is ill-defined for a power law index
close to α = 2. The sample size Nsample = 5000 was taken in order to reach at least a 5%
relative accuracy of the ratio of the medians at the lowest multipoles, as calculated by the
sample error of the median (shown by the coloured area)

∆C̃ =
1

2 dP
dC (C̃)

√
Nsample

. (C.1)

The APS converges differently at different multipoles, but reaches 95% of the overall power
C̃`(Nsub → ∞) at all multipoles ` ≤ 1024 whenever Nsub & 104 drawn objects. All power
spectra presented in this work meet this requirement. For comparison purpose, the black
dotted line shows the expected convergence calculated from the `-independent power-law
(α = 2.03) approximation Eq. (B.11), which gives a fair description of the sample calculation
for fixed N sub. This approximation reveals the interesting result C̃IP(N sub = 1)/C̃IP(Nsub →
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Figure 15: Convergence study of the median power C̃` (integration angle θint = 0.12◦, i.e. HEALPix
Nside = 512 of the J-factor maps) as a function of REJdrawn

(upper x-axis) or, equivalently, the number
of drawn clumps N sub (lower x-axis). The different colours show different multipoles ` for the model
LOW, with error bars from Eq. (C.1). For comparison, we also show two analytical calculations (see
appendix B), based on Eq. (B.8) (black solid line) or the further approximated Eq. (B.11) (dotted
line).

∞) = 0.57, indicating that in median, the brightest point-like object accounts for more than
50% to the overall power. The additional degree of freedom of a Poisson-distributed N from
sample to sample shifts down the median power for a low average N sub. This is accounted for
in a more accurate numerical calculation of the median from Eq. (B.8), divided by Eq. (B.10),
which gives an even fairer agreement with the sample median (black solid line).

D Virial mass and and J-factor for Milky Way satellites

This appendix presents the derivation of Mvir and J(0.5◦) factors for spectroscopically con-
firmed satellite galaxies in the Milky Way. We recall that these values are used in figure 3
and figure 6 for comparisons purpose with the drawn clumps of our simulations.

Jeans and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) analysis Most of our values come
from a reprocessing the chains from the recent analyses of classical and ultrafaint dSphs of
[96] for the pre-2015 dSphs, [97] for Ret II, and [99] for Tuc 2. In these papers, a Jeans
analysis of the light and velocity data coupled to an MCMC engine was used to recover the
DM profiles, and then extract the median values and credible intervals on several quantities
deriving from these profiles (e.g., mass, J-factor).25 Moreover, in the last few months, and
since the published results mentioned above, kinematic data of several new dSph galaxies have
become publicly available. We therefore take the opportunity of this study to apply the same
Jeans analysis on these dSphs, allowing for a more complete census for the objects shown
in several plots of this paper. For these ultrafaint objects the number of spectroscopically
measured stars is generally ∼ 5− 10. Draco II data has been taken from [171], Horologium I

25The robustness of the analysis has been validated on mock data [95]. All the tools to achieve of the steps
of the analysis are public, they are described in the second release of the CLUMPY code [86, 87].
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from [172], Pisces II from [173] and Triangulum II from [174].26 We do not consider in this
study the faint and/or uncertain Boötes II [176, 177] and Hydra II [173, 178] dSph galaxies.
We cannot exclude that several of the dSph galaxies in our selection suffer from tidal effects
(see, e.g., [179] for Willman 1), but only Sagittarius dSph galaxy is undoubtedly flagged for
this effect (see, e.g., [180] and references therein) and was therefore also excluded from this
sample.

Tidal mass as a proxy for the virial mass As recalled in § 2.3, CLUMPY works with virial
quantities so that comparisons must be made w.r.t. this choice. The quantity mvir depends on
the definition of rvir which, strictly speaking, depends on cosmological parameters. However,
as discussed in [162], the values of the quantities mvir and m∆=200 ,500 ... are tightly correlated.
Moreover, the differences between the mass reconstructed from these various definitions is
much smaller than the uncertainties we obtain from the MCMC analysis (∼ 2 orders of
magnitude). We therefore use the mass inside the virial radius rvir as a measure of the total
mass inside a DM halo. The authors of [58] have shown the tidal radius to be a good proxy
of the virial radius, this property holding even in the presence of baryons [105]. The tidal
radius is defined as [181]

rtid =

[
m(rtid)

[2− d lnMMW/d lnR]×MMW(R)

](1/3)

×R , (D.1)

where MMW(R) is the mass of the MW enclosed within the galactocentric distance R of the
dSph, and m(rtid) is the subhalo mass inside rtid. For each model of our MCMC analysis,
we compute the enclose mass within rtid and define it to be mvir of that particular model.
We underline that integrating up to r � rtid instead of rtid only changes by a factor of 2 the
total mass, which is much smaller than the uncertainties derived from the MCMC analysis.

dSph, SMC and LMC values Table 4 gathers the distance and median (and 68% CI)
of the mass Mvir and J(0.5◦) for all the dSphs mentioned above. Given the very recent
status of some of these spectroscopic measurements and the sometime intriguing kinematics
they suggest (e.g., Triangulum II [175]), we urge caution in interpreting the new J-factors
(especially the large J-factor of Triangulum II) of all the objects denoted by the star symbol
[?] in the table.27 We also include estimation for the LMC and SMC in boldface. For these
irregular objects, a spherical Jeans analysis cannot be applied, and we have taken the values
from [183–185] for the LMC, and from [183, 185–187] for the SMC.

E Details of the CTA analysis

To avoid too lengthy a discussion in the core of the text, several aspects of the CTA analysis
were postponed to this appendix. The key points developed here are related to the observation
strategy (appendix E.1), the post-trial sensitivity (appendix E.2), the calculation of the
maximum log-likelihood ratio (appendix E.3), and the robustness and values of the test
statistic (appendix E.4) used in our analysis.

26Thirteen member stars in Triangulum II have recently been measured by [175] but this dataset, showing
distinct behaviours in the inner and outer part of the dSph galaxy, has not been used here.

27Near the completion of this paper, the non-spherical Jeans analysis of dSph galaxies by [141] became
available on arXiv and the J-factors of all dSph galaxies of table 4 (including the most recently discovered)
are compatible at 1σ with their values but for Segue 2 and UMa 1. Also using CLUMPY, [182] reports similar
value for Triangulum II as quoted here.
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Name Dobs rh log10[mvir/M�] log10[J(0.5◦)/(GeV2 cm−5)]
[kpc] [kpc] Median 68% CI Median 68% CI

?Draco II 20 0.019 6.80 [3.63-9.20] 18.1 [14.9-20.5]
Segue I 23 0.03 6.71 [4.43-9.16] 17.2 [14.9-19.0]
Ursa Major II 30 0.14 9.49 [8.31-10.9] 19.9 [19.3-20.5]
Reticulum II 30 0.032 8.95 [7.46-10.7] 19.5 [18.8-20.5]
?Triangulum II 30 0.034 8.90 [7.26-11.1] 20.9 [19.7-22.3]
Segue II 35 0.03 8.87 [7.13-10.5] 18.9 [17.8-20.0]
Willman I 38 0.02 8.26 [7.08-10.3] 19.5 [18.9-20.7]
Coma 44 0.08 9.45 [8.05-10.9] 19.6 [18.9-20.4]
Tucana II 57 0.165 8.72 [7.38-10.3] 18.6 [17.7-19.5]
Ursa Minor 66 0.28 8.64 [8.31-9.24] 19.0 [18.9-19.1]
Boötes I 66 0.24 8.95 [8.13-10.0] 18.5 [18.1-19.2]
Sculptor 79 0.26 8.29 [8.06-8.68] 18.5 [18.5-18.7]
?Horologium I 79 0.03 8.84 [7.06-10.9] 19.8 [18.8-21.3]
Draco 82 0.20 9.62 [8.85-10.5] 19.1 [18.8-19.5]
Sextans 86 0.68 9.02 [8.57-9.68] 17.6 [17.4-17.8]
Ursa Major I 97 0.32 9.13 [8.34-10.2] 18.7 [18.3-19.3]
Carina 101 0.24 8.68 [8.16-9.35] 17.9 [17.8-18.1]
Hercules 132 0.33 8.93 [8.24-9.92] 17.5 [16.8-18.2]
Fornax 138 0.67 8.93 [8.67-9.26] 17.7 [17.6-17.8]
Leo IV 160 0.11 7.87 [6.61-9.29] 16.2 [14.6-17.5]
Canes Venatici II 160 0.07 9.38 [8.10-10.8] 18.5 [17.6-19.7]
Leo V 180 0.03 8.11 [6.88-9.38] 16.1 [15.0-17.3]
?Pisces II 182 0.058 7.75 [6.35-9.72] 16.9 [15.2-18.4]
Leo II 205 0.14 9.06 [8.37-10.0] 18.0 [17.8-18.6]
Canes Venatici I 218 0.57 9.20 [8.74-9.92] 17.5 [17.3-17.9]
Leo I 250 0.24 9.41 [8.63-10.2] 17.8 [17.6-18.3]
LeoT 407 0.18 9.12 [8.27-10.4] 17.6 [17.1-18.6]

Type Central Min/Max Central Min/Max

LMC 50 SBm 10.5 10.2 / 11.4 19.8 19.1 / 21.7
SMC 62 dIrr 9.81 9.43 / 10.6 18.4 16.3 / 18.6

Table 4: The Galaxy satellites are ordered by distance and the columns correspond to (from left to
right): name, distance, typical half-light radius (for dSphs) or type (for Magellanic clouds), median and
68% CI virial mass, median and 68% CI J-factor in an integration angle of 0.5◦. In our calculations,
we do not account for the uncertainties on the distance Dobs and the half-light radius rh of the
dSph galaxies, and only quote the values we have actually used in the analysis. Objects in italic
are confirmed ultrafaint dSphs while the ones denoted by the star symbol [?] are the most recently
discovered objects, tentatively analysed here. The boldface objects correspond to the large and
small Magellanic clouds, for which the central and Min/Max values represent the range of modelling
uncertainties taken from the literature (see text).

E.1 Observation strategy

For isotropically distributed sources on the sky, one may ask if a large field survey with a
shallow exposure is the most sensitive strategy to detect these objects. It has been shown
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that observing a small portion of the sky with the same available total time is not beneficial
for most source populations, and the loss of chance to encounter a very bright object within
a small field of view outweighs the gain in deep-exposure sensitivity [85]. We show below
that this also applies to Galactic DM subhalos isotropically distributed on large scales. The
isotropy assumption does not strictly hold for model HIGH, but still yields a fair character-
isation of the subhalo abundance.

We assume isotropically distributed sources on the sky obeying a power-law source count
distribution, Eq. (B.1). Then one obtains for the mean number N of subhalos with a flux
above a given threshold and on a survey area A:

N(> F, A) =

(
F

Flim, fullsky

)1−α A

4π sr
. (E.1)

so that
N(> F1, A1)

N(> F2, A2)
=

(
F1

F2

)1−α A1

A2
. (E.2)

For a fixed total observation time T available to uniformly cover an area of the total size A,
then an area within AFOV can be observed for t = T × (AFOV/A). As the sensitivity to a
flux F goes as 1/

√
t, we have F1/F2 =

√
t2/t1, and t1/t2 = A2/A1, so that

Ndetectable(A1, T )

Ndetectable(A2, T )
=

(
A1

A2

) 3−α
2

, (E.3)

with A1 and A2 the observed area on the sky and Ndetectable the mean number of detectable
objects. Thus, for a power-law index α < 3, the average number of detectable subhalos is
N(A1) > N(A2) for A1 > A2 independent of T , and the probability of detecting an object
from the population rises for increasing the survey area. All our subhalo models meet this
requirement, with 2 . α < 3. It is also useful to extract from Eq. (E.1) the relation

Flim,A1

Flim,A2

=

(
A1

A2

) 1
α−1

. (E.4)

For a power-law distribution, according to Eq. (B.5) and (B.6), this ratio also holds for the
mean and median brightest halo,

Flim,A1

Flim,A2

=
F
?
A1

F
?
A2

=
F̃ ?A1

F̃ ?A2

. (E.5)

For a power-law index α ≈ 2, the ratio of mean/median fluxes (J-factors) of the brightest
halo within two survey fields A1, A2 is proportional to the ratio of the field sizes. We remark
that this result also applies to the APS behaviour discussed in appendix B.3. Adopting
Eq. (B.10), one obtains for α ≈ 2

C̃IP(A1) ≈
(
A1

A2

)2

C̃IP(A2) . (E.6)

For A2 = 4π sr, it is A1/A2 = fsky, the fraction of the sky. Note the f2
sky scaling of Eq. (E.6)

in the latter case.
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E.2 Pre- and post-trial sensitivity

To realistically assess a survey sensitivity, one has to account for the trials when searching
for a signal from unspecified locations. Assuming an average 68% containment radius of the
CTA point spread function of 0.05◦, corresponding to a containment area of 2.4 · 10−6 sr,
scanning a quarter of the sky results in approximately π/(2.4 · 10−6) = 1.3 · 106 independent
trials.28 In order to reject a background fluctuation in the survey search at a trials corrected
confidence level 1−ppost, we calculate the required confidence level, 1−ppre, for the template
observation setup according to

ppre = 1− (1− ppost)
1/Ntrials . (E.7)

Presenting our results at the 1−ppost = 95% confidence level, with Ntrials = 1.3 ·106, we thus
require ppre = 3.9 ·10−8. This corresponds to a Gaussian one-sided confidence level, p = α/2,
of 5.4σ.

E.3 Likelihood

The full unbinned likelihood function for a specific model M considered in our study is

L (M|Nobs, Eobs, 1...Nobs
,~kobs, 1...Nobs

) = p(Nobs |Npred(M))×
Nobs∏

1

p(Eobs, i, ~kobs, i |M). (E.8)

Here, Nobs is the total number of observed events, Eobs, i and ~kobs, i denote the reconstructed
energy and angular direction of each event. For Poisson statistics,

p(Nobs |Npred) =
N Nobs

pred e−Npred

Nobs!
. (E.9)

The total number of predicted events, Npred, is calculated by

Npred(M) = Tobs

Emax=200 TeV∫

Emin=30 GeV

∫

∆Ωobs

p(Eobs, ~kobs |M) dEobs dΩobs, (E.10)

with Tobs the duration of the observation.29 The probability p(Eobs, ~kobs |M) for each event
is given by the differential intensity dΦM/(dE dΩ) predicted by the model M, integrated
over the effective area, Aeff , and convolved with the energy and angular response of the
instrument,

p(Eobs, ~kobs |M) =

∫

E,Ω, Aeff(E)

p(Eobs |E, ~k)× p(~kobs |E, ~k)× dΦM
dE dΩ

(E, ~k) dAdE dΩ, (E.11)

with E and ~k the true energy and direction of the event.30 For computation reasons, we
neglect the energy dispersion of the events, i.e. we set p(Eobs |E, ~k) = δ(E −Eobs), whereas

28By chance, this number comes close to the frequency one expects a 5σ background up-fluctuation in
1/p = 3.5 · 106 repetitions of a random experiment.

29We do not include the time coordinates of the events into the likelihood calculation, as both the event
rates from background and DM annihilation are assumed to be constant in time.

30In general, the effective area additionally depends on the time-dependent zenith and azimuthal coordinates
of the observation, i.e. Aeff = Aeff(E, ~k, t), which would introduce a time dependence to p(Eobs, ~kobs, t |M)
and to the likelihood Eq. (E.8). However, for simplicity, we perform our study with a constant Aeff .
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ppre = 0.05 (1.6σ) ppre = 3.9 · 10−8 (5.4σ)

mχ range [GeV] χχ→ bb̄ χχ→ τ+τ− 0.5χ2
k=1 χχ→ bb̄ χχ→ τ+τ− 0.5χ2

k=1

50− 100 1.5 1.5 2.71 24 28 29.1
150− 500 2.5 2.9 2.71 31 32 29.1
600− 1000 3.4 2.5 2.71 35 30 29.1

1500− 7500 3.0 1.9 2.71 34 28 29.1
104 − 105 2.0 1.1 2.71 29 26 29.1

Table 5: Test statistic values used for the CTA sensitivity analysis in this study. The values given
in the left and middle columns (χχ→ XX) are obtained from our MC calculation, the right columns
are expected from Wilks’ theorem (0.5χ2

k=1). The pre-trial p-value from the left block results into a
post-trial p-value of 0.05 for Ntrials = 1.3 · 106. See appendix E.2 for pre- and post-trial definitions.

the point spread function, p(~kobs |E, ~k), is modelled as a two-dimensional Gaussian with
energy-dependent width σ(E).

For the signal modelMsig, dΦMsig/(dE dΩ) is the γ-ray intensity from DM annihilation,
given by Eq. (2.1). For the background model Mbkg, dΦMbkg

/(dE dΩ) corresponds to the
residual cosmic ray background after cuts, and we directly make use of the background rate
model shown in figure 11, so that31

p(Eobs, ~kobs |Mbkg) =
dNbkg

dEobs dΩobs dt
= f(Eobs, ~kobs). (E.12)

E.4 Distribution and values of the test statistic (TS)

For the test statistic λ defined in Eq. (5.2), the hypothesis Mbkg +Msig has one more
degree of freedom than the hypothesis background only. In the limit of a large data sample
(event number) and provided the physical bound 〈σv〉 ≥ 0, TS is expected to be distributed
according to [188, 189]

p(TS) =
1

2
δ(TS) +

1

2
χ2
k=1(TS). (E.13)

However, we found from 105 MC simulations that for our setup, the TS distribution is poorly
described by Eq. (E.13), and depends on the spectral shape of Msig. Table 5 shows the
used test statistic (TS) values for the sensitivity calculation in section 5. We performed
Nsim = 105 MC simulations distributed over 24 spectra. We then merged the spectra into
five groups, and calculated TS(ppre = 0.05) separately for each group. Because performing
108 MC simulations for ppre = 3.9 · 10−8 was not feasible, we fitted an exponential tail to
our distributions, and computed TS(ppre = 3.9 · 10−8) from this extrapolation. Table 5
shows that the obtained TS values (left and middle columns) approximately correspond to
the assumption of a χ2

k=1 distribution (right columns, constant and independent of the DM
spectrum), but deviate for very low and high DM masses.
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